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It has been a pleasure representing the class as your

officers over the years. We have thoroughly enjoyed

working with Mrs. Thurston, Ms. Romano and all of you.

Our class has come a long way since we first entered high

school and it has been great to watch us grow together as

peers. We wish you the best of luck as you set out to

pursue your dreams and we hope you achieve everything

you hope for. Congratulations class of 2010! And always

remember, never settle for anything less than your best.

Best wishes,

Senior Class Officers 2010

Working with the Class of 201 0 has been

our pleasure. Your class has earned the

respect of Berlin's faculty, staff and

students and we couldn't be prouder. We
will have many happy memories of

watching you develop, working with you

and getting to know you better. Thanks for

the memories.

- Ms. Romano & Mrs. Thurston

"Memory is a way of holding onto the

things you love, the things you are, the

things you never want to lose." -The

Wonder Years
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Martin Adamkiewicz

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Nicholas P. Addamo

“Life isn’t a free ride, you have
to walk most of the way." I’m

not going to say high school

was hard, that’s common
knowledge. What I also know is

common knowledge is that high

school has been an important

stepping stone for all of us.

We’ve made friends, gained

experience, and paved way for

our futures. Regardless of what

stands in our way, I hope we all

move forward down our own
roads.

"Nobody can go back and start

a new beginning, but anyone
can start today and make a new
ending." High school has been
filled with many ups and downs,

but I would not change these

past four years for anything.

Thank you to all of my family

and friends, and especially the

cross country team, for making
it great. Good luck Class of

2010! I wish you all the best in

the future.

There's been an endless

amount of memories and so
much I've learned these past

four years. Everything I've gone
through has made me who I am
today, and allowed me to

realize who has always been
genuine. Most importantly... be

happy, make the most of life,

and have more fun than you
can possibly imagine. Thank
you SO much to my family and
friends for everything. "Me and
my gang, always and forever"

Alex F. Agostini Brooke A. Ahlquist

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Taylor J. Anderson

Marc A. Ayotte

The road to success is always

under construction. You have to

have fun to succeed in life, ill

always remember camping in

the woods when it was really

cold out and going riding in the

with my friends. I'll never forget

the fun times I had in and out of

school. Thanks to my friends

Ross, Brandon, Justin and
Spencer for making the fun

good times happen.

Jeffrey T. Arscott

Nicole V. Baccaro

"To be yourself in a world that is

constantly trying to make you
something else, is the greatest

accomplishment.” -Emerson.

Mom, Dad and Sailor, I can't

thank you enough for all of your

love and support. Bad news
bears, nuff said. My true few,

I'm only me when I'm with you.

To everyone who makes me
happy, I love you all.

Congratulations class of 2010,

today is where your book
begins ..

3 £) "Participating in band was the best thing I did in high school. I grew as a musician



“Yesterday is gone, tomorrow

may never come, what have

you done today?" These past

four years have been incredible;

I wouldn’t change them for the

world. Thank you Mom and Dad
for you constant love and

support. To the few I became
exceptionally close with, thank

you for everything. Chris, you

changed me for the better.

Good luck class of 2010, we did

it!

Enjoy your strawberries

"Were givin this life everything

we got and then some. It ain't

always pretty but its real, it's the

way we were made, wouldn't

have it any other way"- Rodney
Atkins. In the past four years

there have been so many
awsome memories. From green

monster rides to Old Brickyard

Lane and riding at rockyhill on

Sundays. Thanks to my freinds

and family for being there and
supporting me.

Julie A. Baldyga

I'd like to thank my family,

friends, and girlfriend; I

probably wouldn’t have made it

without them. I have learned a

lot over the last four years that I

will use for the rest of my life.

Good Luck to the Class of

2010. “Dream as if you'll live

forever. Live as if you’ll die

today.” -James Dean

Jack A. Banks

"The most wasted of all days is

one without laughter". Thank

you to everyone who has

brought laughter and happiness

into my life. To my best friends,

I’m only me when I’m with you.

Mom; thanks for being my best

friend, I love you. Dad and

Andrew; I know you’ll always

have my back, I love you both.

And to the class of 2010, thanks

for the memories, I'll never

forget.

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Michael Ball

"Heros get remembered but

legends never die. Follow your

heart kid and you can never go

wrong“-Sandlot. Thanks to my
friends and family high school

wouldn't have been so

awesome without you.

Jenna N. Bell

Ryan G. Bisson

“You can't choose the life you

live but you can choose to live

it" These past four years have

been crazy and unforgettable .

Mom and Dad and Jen, I

couldn't have made it without

you guys. To all my girls thanks

for always being there and

making these years amazing.

Good luck class of 2010 "Me
and my gang, always and
forever"

Theodore J. Benoit

Jacqueline Borysewicz

and made life long friends. I wouldn't have traded it for anything." - Lindsey Hoffman



Karen M. Boucher

Alison R. Brochu

" I'd rather have a few good
friends than a whole bunch of

fake friends.”

Lauren Conrad
I would like to thank my family

and friends for helping me
through the journey, epecially

my older sister Stephanie. I will

always charish the memories I

have with them. Thanks 2010
for making it the best year

possible.

Danielle D. Bourgoin

“So long as the memory of

certain beloved friends lives in

my heart, I shall say that life is

good.” Leaving BHS, I will never

forget all the memories. To my
friends and sisters, thanks for

everything you’ve done for me.

Mom and Dad, thank you for

being supportive, I love you.

And, my basketball and softball

girls, so many memories with

you girls and I will miss

everyone. And last...

CONGRATS BHS CLASS OF
2010!

"And in the end, it's not the

years in your life that count, it's

the life in your years.” I leave

BHS with lots of great

memories that will last a

lifetime. To my best friends,

thanks for the good times we
shared together. To my family,

thank you for supporting me in

everything I do. Finally, to the

class of 2010, congratulations

and best of luck in the future.

We did it!

Corey A. Brix

Nicole E. Bugella

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Someone once said, “Memory

is a way of holding onto the

things you love, the things you

are, the things you never want

to lose." These past four years

at BHS have truly been

unforgettable. To all my friends,

thanks for being there for me
and for all of the good times

we've shared. To my family,

thank you for all of your

support. To the class of 2010,

good luck!

“You don't stop laughing

because you grow old. You
grow old because you stop

laughing."

Someone once told me that

everything happens for a

reason and change is good,

regardless if we understand

why it’s happening or not.

Without the help of everyone

these past four years, I’m not

sure how I would have survived.

Thanks so much to the drama
club for being my family and

saviors. Thanks to my friends

for care and support. Alex, Love

you kid. Goodbye and Good
luck class of 2010. Always and

Forever.

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Mateusz Burbula Jennifer Burrows

a ® "There's nothing like show week for the fall play. We're at school until 10 and we



“Fearlessness is not bravery.

To be fearless is to be foolish.

To be brave is to be afraid but

not let it stand in your way.” I

would like to thank my closest

friends for an amazing high

school experience and my
teachers for being fun, creative

people in the classroom. I have

had a positive four years in the

school and I will always keep

the memories I have gathered

here in my heart.

"Life is a lesson; you learn it

when you're through.” It's

unfortunate leaving the people I

grew up with, but hopefully this

isn’t the end. I’ve had countless

life-changing experiences, and

can only plan for more. I hope

to stay close with my friends. I

definitely won’t forget high

school, or what it taught me. I

aim to get as high as the stars

and succeed in life. ‘The sky is

the limit.”

I'll never forget the lights on

friday nights. Thank you to my
family for helping me through

everything. All my friends,

thanks for all the good times. I'll

never forget pernos. Class of

2010- Congratulations, we're

out.

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

"Maybe good things come to

those who wait, but great things

come to those who seize the

moment". Mom, Dad and Paul,

thank you for your love and
support. To my sister and best

friend, "I'm smiling because
your my sister and laughing

because there’s nothing you
can do about it." Lastly, to my
best friends, im only me when
im with you. Congrats class of

2010. Good luck!

Nicholas Calvo

Class of 2010 its been real! I’ll

never forget those Friday lights

at the park, or even the track

meets when we had to run after

eating too many chicken

nuggets. Thank you Mom, Dad,

and Jenna for being there and
helping me through each step

of my high school career, I

really wouln’t have made it

without you guys. Nikki,

Andrew, and all my friends,

"Love what you do, and do what

you love."

Keith A Busch Briana M. Calafiore

David Campagna

Doug J. Campbell Ryan W. Campbell

In my four years at Berlin High,

I have learned many things that

I will remember for the rest of

my life. I have met a lot of

people who I will never forget.

To the teachers that believed in

me, the friends who stood by

me, and especially my girlfriend

Carli, I love you and thanks for

everything. Congrats class of

2010, I wish you all good luck.

It's been fun, peace out BHS!

"Life's challenges are not

supposed to paralyze you,

they're suppose to help you
discover who you are." Thank
you to my friends, family, and
teachers for helping me through

my years at BHS.

Michael P. Campisi Katherine Caplik

bond over pizza. Plus, the three show nights after that long week make everything better.

- Nicole Bugella



Elizabeth A. Capodagli

“I know that everyone says it,

but these last 4 years have just

flown by, and are definitely the

years I'll never forget. Friends

and family, thank you so much
for being there during the good
times, and the bad; I love you

all so much. My fellow

classmates, congratulations, I

wish the best of luck to all of

you!"

“To make something special

you just have to believe it's

special.” These past four years

have flown by. I’ll never forget

all the memories we’ve made
and the amazing people I’ve

met. Thanks to my friends and

family who have always been

there for me. I love you all.

Good luck class of 2010!

Sharon C. Carpenter

Marijane A. Ceruti

I am grateful that BHS has

shaped me into a smarter and

stronger individual. It makes me
proud to reflect upon the

challenges that I have

overcome in my high school

career. I would like to thank my
friends for never falling under

the influence of anyone or

anything and my family for

being my support system

throughout life. Always

remember. . . ‘The most

powerful weapon on Earth is

the human soul on fire.”

Nicole M. Carlone

Keith S. Casserino

Rachel M. Chartier

“All the adversity I've had in my
life, all my troubles and

obstacles, have strengthened

me... You may not realize it

when it happens, but a kick in

the teeth may be the best thing

in the world for you.” -Walt

Disney. I would like to thank my
parents, family, and true friends

for supporting me and helping

me throughout these four years

at BHS. Congratulations class

of 2010-!!! We’re graduating on

the coolest year!

“The antidote for fifty enemies is

one friend”. Mark, Chris thanks

for always showing me the way.

Remember Ohio and Disney

trips. Nonno- Scalaquaranta?

Nonna, thanks for food fuel.

Everyone thanks for love and

support. Mom, our adventures

shall continue. Dad, let’s go

swimming! My true friends,

who’ve been there for me. Love

you! Remember exploding

paint, melting combs, golf, and

our bowling team. Always

remember our parties. Who has

the best basement? +)

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Never say goodbye, because

goodbye means forgetting.

Thank you to my friends. Love

you all. Many fun times

together, bowling, playing fun

games, and fun parties.

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

Christina M. Chogurian Chrystina Christodlous

Project O trips were always fun." - Matt Dygus



I would like to thank my family

and friends for all the support

they have given me over the

past four years.

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

“He who is not courageous

enough to take risks will

accomplish nothing in life." I

want to thank all of my family

and friends for helping me
throughout my years at Berlin

High. I will always remember
the good times with friends and
the experiences we shared.

"Dont worry about a thing,

cause every little thing gonna
be alright” Thanks to all of my
friends for the good times and
the memories, and thank you to

my family for everything you
have done for me.

Daniel C. Cirullo Joseph J. Colossale

Michael P. Condon

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

“Life moves pretty fast. If you
don't stop and look around once
in a while, you could miss it.”

-Ferris Bueller. These past four

years of high school have

passed in a blur. I have had so

many amazing experiences that

I wouldn’t trade for anything.

Thanks to my loving family, my
friends who were always there

for me and my supportive

teachers. I love you all.

Congratulations and good luck

class of 2010!

Kyle G. Connolly

Joseph M. Cooper Kailin E. Cornwall

“Make jokes. No stress. Live.

Laugh. Love. Proceed.

Progress." I would like to thank

my family and friends for always

being there for me. To all my
friends, thank you for making
me who I am today. To my
family, thank you for always

being behind me and I love you.

Congratulations class of 2010!

“All life is an experiment. The
more experiments you make
the better." I want to thank my
friends and family for their

encouragement and support

over the past few years. I

especially want to thank my
teachers who helped me
understand myself in a new
way. Good luck class of 2010, I

hope you do great things.

Sierra R. Coughlin Edward M. Courchaine

"Playing in the state finals at Mohegan Sun with the basketball team." -

Alexys Vazquez Ll-J



“Dance as if no one were

watching, sing as if no one were
listening and live everyday as if

it were your last”. To Mom and

Dad, I love you more than

anything. Stacey and Craig,

thanks for always being as

crazy as me. Cheer girls,

thanks for the unforgettable

laughs. To my best friends, I’m

only me when I'm with you, I

love you girls. Congrats class of

’10... thanks for the good times!

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Tessa O. Cugno

Jodi L. Cyr

David Cyr

"Some people come into out

lives and quickly go. Some stay

for a while, leave footprints on

our hearts, and we are never,

ever the same." These past few

years have flown by! Thanks to

everyone who got me to where i

am today, especially my mom
and dad. You guys have helped

me through it ail. Me and my
gang, forever and always, i love

you guys.

Carina R. D' Amato

"Live the life you love. Love the

life you live.” To all of my
friends, thank you so much for

the unforgettable times we have

had these past four years. I will

miss you all. Mom, Dad, Lia,

Nina, and family, thank you for

always being there for me. I

love you all so much.

Congratulations and good luck

class of 2010!

Good times at Perno’s.

I kissed a girl and I liked it.

Peace out Berlin High.

"People will forget what you

said, forget what you did, but

people will never forget how
you made them feel." To Mom
and Dad, and Garrett thank you

for your never ending support.

Everyone in UpBeat you have

made my years in high school

incredible, you are my second

family. Lastly to my friends,

thank you for helping me keep

my sanity, and always being

there, I love you.

Dylan A. Dabkowski Victoria A. Daigle

"Motivation for me is them
telling me what I could not be."

This has been a crazy four

years. I want to thank my
friends for giving me a great

four years, Nate, Mike, Nick,

Dave, Phil, Dan, Charles, Zak,

and everyone else. I want to

thank my mom and grandma for

always pushing me, I love you.

And also, I want to thank my
Uncle Mike for always believing

in me. R.I.P. September 3,

2008

Emancipate yourself from

mental slavery, none but

ourselves can free our mind. -

Bob Marley. Mom and Dad,

thanks for all your support and

help through out the past 18

years of my life. Brandon and

Ross good times in Carabella’s,

keep the riding trips going. And
Alyssa our relationship will

always be special to me.

Deven J. Daleo Justin D. Damato

"’She wore an itzy-bitzy teenie weenie yellow polka dot bikini
1

., freshman year



“Wherever you go, go with all

your heart.” - Confucius To all

my friends, thank you for all the

laughs and good times these

past four years, I couldn’t have

done it without you. Mom, Dad,

Niki, Mimi and Papa, I love you

all and thank you for all of your

love and support; it has meant

the world to me. Best of luck

Class of 201 0!

“The future belongs to those

who believe in the beauty of

their dreams.” The friends I’ve

shared the past 12 years with

have made high school truly

unforgettable. To my swimming
and softball girls- I’ll never

forget all the great times we've

had. Mom, Dad, Ryan, and Liv-

for supporting me through

everything and cheering me on

through a thousand swim
meets, I love you so much.

Congratulations class of 2010,

it’s been fun!

And my ties are severed clean,

Less I have the more I gain,

Off the beaten path I reign.

"No regrets- just lessons

learned." These past four years

have showed me how life can
really be. I will never forget all

the good times I have had

throughout high school, I would

have never made it without my
family and closest friends.

Thanks for always being by my
side. Congrats and best of luck

Class of 2010!

Timmy C. Dean

"Memory is a way of holding on

to the things we love, the things

you are, the things you never

want to lose” - Kevin Arnold. My
last four years at Berlin High

School were great. Thank you

to my family, mom dad and

steph. And to my friends you

have always been there for me
thanks so much I love you guys.

Congratulations class of 2010!

Samantha A. DeGroff

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author; - Unknown Author

Anthony M. DeFranco

Samantha M. DelConte

"The most effective way to do it,

is to do it” I wanted to have fun

in high school, and that's what I

did. Thank you to everyone who
made that possible.

Nicholas A. DeLoia

Ashley A. DeMarco

Thank you for everyone that

believed in me: Mom, Dad,

Rachel, Sarah and Jessica. I

couldnt have done it without

you. Thank you to all of my
friends that made my day

everyday: Kyleigh, Molly, Abby,

Kellyn, Marijane and Michael.

Good job class of 2010 we did

it!

Marc DelValle

Rebecca K. DiMattia

science with Tessa and Genta." - Dan Skowronek



Philip R. DiPietro

“We may not be here for a long

time, but we are here for a good
time” Over the past four years I

have had a lot of fun at BHS I

would like to thank my Mom,
Dad, Grandpa, I also want to

thank my friends Jeff and Keith,

Dave, Dan, Max, Deven, and

Mike. Thanks everyone for all

the guidance and great

memories and best of luck to

BHS Class of 2010.

'We're all pretty bizarre. Some
of us are just better at hiding it.'

These years spent at BHS have

had their ups and downs. With

them have come memories and
friendships that will last a

lifetime. To my friends - you're

all awesome and I love you

guys. Mom and Dad, thanks for

all the support and love. Katie -

'don't tell anyone what you just

saw!' Good luck class of ‘10!

Sean M. Dodds

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

"These are some good times,

So take a good look around,

You may not know it now, But

you're gonna miss this" I want

to say thank you to my parents,

my sisters Taylor and Madison,

my grandparents, Shannon,

and the rest of my family; I love

you all. Special thanks to my
friends you guys are amazing;

here's to the good times!

Congrats class of 2010, we did

it

Margaret H. Doyle Brittany Dudics

“The only way to prepare for

life, is to begin to live” Mom,
Dad, Dan, and Megan thanks

for always being supportive and
believing in me. Matt, you mean
the world to me, and don’t ever

forget it. To my friends, I’ll

always remember the memories
and times we have spent

together. Congrats class of

2010. “Me and my gang, always

and forever!"

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Elizabeth A. Dunham

live for today

Matthew S. Dygus

"To be nobody but yourself in a

world that's doing its best to

make you somebody else, is to

fight the hardest battle you are

ever going to fight. Never stop

fighting." - e.e. cummings

David J. Edwards Nicole J. Egan

0S G? "Big Wheel Race '09 is the best." - Andrew Lomaglio



"Never let the fear of striking

out keep you from playing the

game.” - Babe Ruth

Lindsay C. Erickson

"May life bring you comfort on

difficult days, smiles when
sadness intrudes, laughter to

kiss your lips, and love to

complete your life." Mom, Dad,

Rob, Sophia, Gabriella- love

you and thank you for

everything, I couldn't ask for

more. BHS Soccer- a team that

turned into family. Tyler- you've

given me nothing but love and
support, I love you.

Congratulations class of 2010-

we made it, say hello to the rest

of our lives.

Blair A. Ferry

"I want to be forever young."

Infinate thanks and praise to my
family, thank you so much for

always being there for me. I

love you. Mom- you have the

sweetest heart and have

shaped me as a person,

xxxooo. Bests, alt my love and

more, you know. To the boy

who has my heart- too much
appreciation for words, you're

the world to me. Best of luck

2010, keep your spirits up, stay

with the stars.

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Rebecca M. Farr

Abigail Fischer

These last 4 years have flown

by so quickly and I'm going to

miss all the memories I've had

at BHS. Thanks to my friends

for all the fun times we had

throughout high school. To my
cuz Anthony, thanks for always

being there. I want to give a

special thanks to my mom, dad,

& sister for all the support you

have given me to get through

my high school career, love u

guys. This last year at BHS
wouldn't have been as amazing
if it wasn't for you Jenna, love

ya.
Paige N. Fucello

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

Nicholas A. Galo

Christopher J. Freeman

“The unreal is more powerful

than the real, because nothing

is as perfect as you can

imagine it. Only intangible

ideas, concepts, beliefs, and

fantasies last. Stone crumbles.

Wood rots. People, well, they

die. But things as fragile as a

thought, a dream, a legend,

they can go on and on." -

Anonymous

Anthony G. Gagliardi

“You don't have to see the top

of the staircase to take the first

step.” Martin Luther King, Jr.

High school changed my life for

the better, with friends that

motivated me and stuck by my
side, to the teachers and my
parents who constantly pushed
me forward. I wouldn't be who I

am without any of them. Thanks
and best wishes to all seniors,

never give up on your dreams.

Sophomore year gym class and math class were unforgettable."

- Zak Whitcomb



"They say the good die young,

that's why I think you should

have fun when you're young

because time wont wait for no

one." -D12 I want to thank my
family and friends for supporting

me throughout the years. I love

you guys and I wouldn't be

where I am today without you.

Congratulations Class of 2010!

"I'd rather be hated for who I

am, than loved for who I'm not”

- Vanzant. I learned that life is

not always easy,but in the end it

will be okay. I would not have

made it through without all my
friends Kyleigh, Abby, Marijane,

Becca and my sister Molly.

Swim team was also a huge

part of my life. I just want to

thank Mrs. Thurston for

everything, and my mom for

helping through the rough times

and my dad for always teaching

me new things, I love you
,

Kellyn A. Goldberger thanks

GoldbergerMolly J Jerrod A. Greider

Brian G. Garrison

The future depends on what we
do in the present. - Mahatma
Gandhi. I would like to thank my
parents for always pushing me
to do my best in school so I can

have a successful future. I

would also like to thank my best

friends Abby, Kyleigh, Rebecca,

Marijane and Kellyn . I love the

swim team, it was a blast and I

am going to miss it so much,

Thanks Mrs. Thurston!!!

Congratulations class of 2010!!!

Samantha L. Garfi

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

"Why does tonight have to end?
Why don't we hit restart, and

pause it at our favorite parts.

We'll skip the goodbye.''

Scorpsis, it's been phenomenal.

All of my friends will be thought

of fondly. High school's done.

Now the real party begins. Four

years have gone by and now
it's time to leave BHS. Thank
God. Good luck '10!

Victoria Gancarczyk

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

“The best way to cheer yourself

up is to cheer everyone else

up.” - Mark Twain. I wanted to

live my high school career to its

fullest. Not only have I had the

support from my family, but my
friends were probably the most

influential people. Upbeat,

Theater, and Vocal have really

been my way out these past

years and I want to thank all the

adults who helped me achieve

my goals. Congrats 2010!

Jason T. Gundry

“I want to be remembered as

the guy who gave his all

whenever he was on the field.”

- Walter Payton I would like to

thank my teachers, coaches,

and family for pushing me to

succeed and be more than

average. Also I would like to

thank my friends for making

these four years the best of my
life. Especially the football boys,

I wouldn’t trade anything for

playing with you guys on Friday

nights.

Daniel T. Hackett

Bowing at the end of the last fall play night. There has been nothing that makes



"Do more than exist - live!"

These past four years have

been truly great. Through the

good times and the bad times I

have always had fun. I will

remember all of my friends,

without them life would have
been unbearable dull. I will

remember the countless hours

of card games, good times

spent after school in the upbeat

room, and trips to 5 guys with

the guys.

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

It was fun, but now I'm done.

Thanks to all my friends for

being there with me through this

ride.

I never knew true ambition until

I walked into Berlin High as a
freshman and took a breath.

This school has taught me more
than I could ask for and I'm

eternally grateful to all those

who have helped me through

the years. Thank you Dad for

being a greater role model than

one could ever hope for.

Kyle M. Hamilton

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Scott W. Hans

"Here's to the nights that turned

into mornings, with the friends

that turned into family." To the

weirdest, most unforgettable

people I know, I love you guys.

I'll always remember the fun

we've had throughout these

past four years. Mom and Dad,

I appreciate everything you do
for me and I can't thank you

enough. Good luck class of

2010, don't forget to do what
makes you happy!

Mark W. Hannon

Kelsey J. Hare

"The state of your life is nothing

more than a reflection of your

state of mind." These past

years have been filled with both

challenges and opportunities. I

could always count on my
family and friends to put humor
into my life. I would like to thank

Edward and my sister Maisie for

being the two best friends I

could possibly ask for, and also

my Parents for all the support

they have given me.

Joseph S. Harrington

Throughout high school I have
dealt with many challenges. I

owe all my success as a
student to those who surround

me every day. My family was
always there for me when I

needed them, and with as good
of friends as Jay, Alex, Brian,

and Jack, high school was an

amazing experience I will never

forget.

Alyssa M. Hayes

Emily T. Hayes Eric R. Hillemeir

me as happy as I am while I'm on stage." - Michelle Wnuk



“Life moves pretty fast. You

don't stop and look around once

in a while, you could miss it.”

Ferris Bueller. Thanks to my
mom, dad, and Allison for their

love and support. And to the

band, thank you for everything

you have all taught me, and all

the priceless memories you've

given me. I AM Spartacus. And

thanks to all my friends for

always being there and being

amazing.

Lindsey E. Hoffman

Mark S. Jolley

Kevin L. Juchniewicz

Beata Kaminska

Life is what you want it to be, its

all in your head.

“They asked me if I would go

back if I could fix all my
mistakes. The answer was no.

Because everything I did and

everything I never succeeded at

was all part of a plan that was

so much greater than the goal

at hand.” Thank you to

everyone that made high school

entertaining and my teachers

for preparing me for my future.

"Live as if you are going to die

tomorrow and study as if you

are going to live forever."

"I'm packing my bags for the

Misty Mountains

Where the spirits go now

Over the hills

where the spirits fly"

-Led Zepppelin

Farah Kader

I never thought that these last

four years would go by so fast.

Ill never forget all the good

times through high school I had

with my good friends. Ill never

forget Going riding all summer

long, fires at Brandon’s house

and going up in the woods with

the crew. Justin and Brandon

lets keep the riding trips going. I

would like to thank my mom,

dad and family and friends for

standing by me. Finally I’m out

of here!

Ross P. Karoll

Daniel A. Jose

"Don’t cry because it's over.

Smile because it happened."

-Dr. Seuss

People change but if your lucky

a certain few will change you. I

guess I was lucky, during my
high school years I found

friends that changed who I was

and I thank them for that. I also

couldn't have made it this far

without my Mom, Dad and

especially my sister Samantha

who was not only a sister but a

best friend. “Me and my Gang",

Always&Forever

Katlynn P. Holzman

r*B "Junior Prom was such a fun night. " - Heather Weinberg



"if you aint first, your last''- ricky

bobby

"Within you right now is the

power to do things you never

dreamed possible. This is your

moment. Do the impossible." I

just want to thank my family,

friends and teachers for being

there for me through these four

years.

"Do not take life too seriously.

You will never get out of it

alive." Thanks to my family and

friends for supporting me
through my life, I appreciate it

all so much. Congratulations

class of 2010 and good luck!

"All things are difficult before

they are easy." These past 4

years of high school have been
difficult, the next couple will be

the same. In the end all the

hard work will be paid off and

things will get easier. Atleast I

hope so. High school had its

ups and downs, sometimes it

was fun, and other times it

wasn't because we got caught.

Thanks to all my friends I

survived these 4 years. It

wouldn't be the same without

you guys. Thanks again and

good luck Class of '10, peace.

“Back then I thought, well, there

will be other days. Only now do

I realize that was the only

day.” - “Field of Dreams” as

quoted by Archie "Moonlight"

Graham
If high school is truly a

microcosm of the world, I can

only hope the people I’ll meet,

the things I’ll do and, the times

I’ll have are as phenomenal

outside these walls as they

were within. Best of luck to the

class of 2010.

Spencer E. Karoll

Chad P. Keyworth Dominick A. Kielbowicz

“You only live once, so don't

think twice."

Joseph R. Kierwiak Timothy King

"People don't eat my dust, its

settled before they get there." -

Unknown. Try hard in life and

never give up. Thanks to all of

my friends who have been there

for me.

This journey is just the

beginning. ..Congrats Class of

2010! BHS soccer the team that

turned into family. Mom, Dad,

Kristin and Kyle thank you for

always being there and putting

up with me. David, thank you

for always being by my side,

forever together my love. “Live

your life with arms wide open,

today is where your book

begins, the rest is still

unwritten.”

Nikki KureczkaDaniel R. Knopf

"The best was my cruise to Alaska with Jay and Alex. " - Eric Hillemeir® Pt



"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Kevin La

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Zakary D. Labieniec

i
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These last four years would be

impossible to summarize in 75

words. There has been a lot of

both good and bad. The thing

that held it together was being

able to spend time with some of

the most amazing people. I

want to thank all of my friends

and family for making me as

strong as I am. “At the end of

the day I'm walking with the

heart of a lion".

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author
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Anthony J. Lapila Katelyn R. Lavette

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Li 'A

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

David Legnani Scott F. LeMaire
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“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Richard Lewandowski
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"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

Doris Li

FI "Going to D.C. for Close Up is something I'll never forget." - Joe Rocco



Allyse M. Madey
Krystie Luczynski

I’d like to thank my parents, my
friends, and Lisa for everything

and always being there for me.

Good luck class of 2010.

"Anyone who says sunshine

brings happiness has never

danced in the rain." To anyone

who has ever been there for

me, thank you. I love you. To

my true few, I'm only me when

I'm with you. Bad news bears,

nuff said. Northfield love,

always. BHS soccer- the team

that turned into family. Mom,

Dad, Michael- thanks for all

your love and support.

Congratulations class of 2010,

the rest is still unwritten...

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

“The richest man is the one with

the most powerful friends.” -

Don Altobello. Four short years

makes you realize the most

powerful people in your life are

the people who love you the

most. Thanks to my family,

girlfriend and friends who

showed me their love. Those

are the people that make me
one of the richest men in the

world. Those are the people

who strived to make my stay at

BHS Legendary.

“Celebrate we will, cause life is

short, but sweet for certain.”

Thanks to everyone that has

gotten me through the days.

And thanks to everyone that's

put a smile on my face. Kels, I

couldn't have done it without

you. I love you guys, you

always have a place in my
heart.

« Cause if you jump, I will jump

too » - We the Kings.

Rebecca, Molly, Kellyn, Abby

and Marijane, thanks for always

letting me know I have a

shoulder to lean on at any time.

Rebecca, surviving high school

without you is unimaginable.

Rebecca & Jessica I’m going to

miss our car rides, jamming out

to Paris Hilton. Swim girls,

Thanks for being the best team

on the planet Earth! Congrats

class of 2010!

“Your living is determined not

so much by what life brings to

you as by the attitude you bring

to life; not so much by what

happens to you as by the way

your mind looks at what

happens.” - Kahlil Gibran

f

Kevin P. Little
Andrew D. Lomaglio

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Kyleigh A. Makowski Dovile Malinauskas

Lauren G. Lisitano

Winning the state championship for football" - Jaden Davis



Chelsea R. McLoughlin

Zachary M. Mildrum

I have experienced plenty in my
High School career. From

playing Smash on Friday's after

school with my friends and the

best teacher in the school, Mr.

Wilkosz. To learning the unit

circle in all of my advanced

math classes. There were up

and downs experienced,

however I was able to make it

through thanks to my main

clique, Keith, Keith, Nick, Dan,

Nathan, and Michael. I'm sure

I'll see Berlin High School

again.

As we go on, we remember

All the times we had together

And as our lives change, from

whatever, We will still be,

friends forever. - Vitamin C. I

would like to thank my family for

being through the years,

especially my mom. Without

you I probably wouldn't have

made it this far. and to all my
friends.school would have

never been the same, and to

tony, i love you so much,

congrats 2010!

“Don’t try so hard to fit in when

you were born to stand out”

High school to me was a giant

mush of. Band Camps, Half

time Shows, Wednesday night

practices, band competitions,

and concerts. I would like to

thank my family, friends and

teachers for always putting up

with insanity. I love band more

than Ryan. “And in the end they

will all be throwing babies in the

air"

Brian K. Malloy

Anthony J. Marsiglia

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

Even though I will truly miss

everybody, I am glad to say we
finally made it. I will forever

cherish the memories and

nonstop laughs I have shared

with my friends. I love you all so

much, and without you, I

believe I would not be who I am
today. I am also thankful for my
family for always supporting me
and loving me. To the class-

make everyday count, because

you only live once.

Bailey S. Mariner

All my good memories from my
four years at Berlin High School

will never be forgotten. This is

what high school is all about

and I owe it to my friends,

teachers, coaches and

especially my family. Have fun

and good luck class of '10!

Anthony M. Marzi

Kara Mavis

"Who are you to judge the life I

live? I know I'm not perfect, and

I don't live to be. But, before

you start pointing fingers, make
sure your hands are clean.” -

Bob Marley

Catherine R. Michaels

"I'll never forget the time Mr. Bowling showed up to Jazz band wearing a viking



“Hard work pays off in the future

buy laziness pays off now.”

(Franco) Thanks to all my
friends Charles, Dave, Anthony,

Zak, Deven Max, and really

everyone who helped me get

through high school. Good luck

everyone I’m happy I got out

when I did.

Daniel J. Modifica

Friends, family, and the others

who have been a part of my life:

thank you. You have changed

my life for the better, and I will

never forget that. In the words

of Ghandi, “Be the change you

wish to see in the world.” I hope

that I will be a positive change

in others’ lives, as you have

been in mine.

James D. Molski

I came to high school hoping to

find who I am; instead I found

who I am not, and that is just as

important. "Don't compromise

yourself, you're all you've got."

Thank you to all those who
have been there for me. My true

few, I'm only me when I'm with

you. BHS Soccer- the team that

turned into family. Bad News
Bears, nuff said. Alex, thank

you for everything. Mom, Dad,

and Ricky thanks for all your

love and support.

Congratulations Class of 2010

and never forget..." These are

the moments. These are the

times. Lets make the best out of

our lives."

Maddy Morin Kathleen E. Mullins

“Hey, How are ya?” The last

four years have been amazing

because of my incredible

friends Deven Daleo, Dan
Modifica, Pat Regen, Marc

DelValle and everyone else.

Good Luck class of 2010! Hope
everyone the best.”

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Charles A. Munson Margaret Murphy

.ife’s just a crazy ride on a

maway train. And you can’t go

ack for what you missed, so

ake it good, make it last,

ause it all flies by so fast. And
au only get one trip”

Montgomery Gentry. Thank
au to everyone who has

jpported me these past four

aars and good luck seniors.

"Forget yesterday, live for

today, hope for tomorrow."

These past four years have

been unforgettable, and lessons

learned. To my three best

friends; you know who you are-

through good and bad. Jess,

you're like my second sister.

Mom, Dad, Michael, and Leah,

thank you for always putting up

with me and supporting me. I

love you. Macaire - RIP, forever

in my heart. To the class of

2010'; it's been fun. Congrats,

we did it!

Timothy Murphy Lauren Nappi

helmet and blonde pigtails. All I can remember is laughing hysterically for the rest of I 43 fcj

band practice." - Anthony Lapila -



“Dream as if you'll live forever,

live as if you'll die today.”

- James Dean If I’ve learned

anything from my years in high

school, it is to not take things so
seriously. Take it easy and
never hesitate to smile. To my
family, friends and teachers;

thank you for shaping me into

the person that I am. Good luck

Class of 2010, we finally did it!

Kacper Nedza

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Stephen J. Nelson

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Erica Norton

"These are my words, they fall

from my tongue/I tried to speak
before, but I think I was too

young." These past four years

have made me who I am, and
who I am isn't too bad, so
thanks - for everything. Best of

luck to everyone and, as
always, let's be the best

basketweavers we can be.

"Second to the right, and
straight on till morning.'' That.

Peter had told Wendy, was the

way to Neverland. - Peter Pan

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Pawel Nowicki

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Valerie Nygren

”1 think you've just gotta find

something you love to do and
then... do it for the rest of your

life." - Max Fischer (Rushmore).

I would like to thank all of my
friends for making these past

years so memorable. I would
also like to thank my family for

all the love and support.

Blaine O'Donnell Scott O'Neill

FI rjj "I'll always remember being freezing during the fire drills, skipping down the



"I don't know the key to

success, but the key to failure is

trying to please everybody.”- Bill

Cosby. These past four years of

high school were unforgettable.

Thanks for always being by my
side Allison, i'll never forget

you. Good Luck class of 2010.

Sebastian Ogibowski

“If you laugh, you think, and you

cry, that's a full day. That's a

heck of a day.” I cannot believe

our first journey in this long road

has come to an end. To those

who have remained close and

made everyday together

hilarious and as worthwhile as

possible, our time is not

finished. A thanks to my biggest

supporters; Mom, Dad, Krissy,

and Kate, I love you. Good luck

in all of your future endeavors

Class of 2010, congratulations!

Zachary J. Parsons

“Wherever you go, go with all

your heart.” - Confucius I have
learned a lot in school

throughout the years. Education

is very important and no one
should give up. Everyone needs
a little help once in a while. I'd

like thank my whole family:

Mom, Dad, and my sister

Teresa. I would also like to

thank all of my teachers for

teaching me everything I need
to know. Remember; always
learn.

Vincent P. Pandolfo

“Today is the first day of the

rest of our lives." As we leave

the halls of BHS and make our

way out into the world, we start

a new chapter in our lives.

However, I will always cherish

the memories that we shared.

Thanks to my family, teachers,

and all of my friends for an
amazing four years.

Congratulations class of 2010
and good luck in the future!

Pooja P. Patel

“Success comes to those who
dream, and who are willing to

pay the price to make them
come true.” I’d like to thank my
family for always supporting

and encouraging me and my
friends for all the fun. I’ll never

forget what a wonderful

experience this has been.

Sonal Patel

‘There are always difficulties

arising that tempt you to believe

your critics are right”

—Emerson. People might doubt

one’s capabilities, but in reality

they don’t know the potential

one may store. So believe in

yourself, think positive, and you
surely will rise above. How do
you think I got through these

four long years? —With the

support of my family, friends,

teachers, and most importantly

my determination. Thank you
everyone for helping me rise

above. Vinit A. Patel

“Years and feelings, hopes and
wishes, how many of them we
shared, how many of them we
dared to show, to grow.

Promise not to let it go.” To my
friends, thanks so much for

always being there and making
these past four years

memorable, I love you all. And
to my family, thanks for always

supporting me. Good luck class

of 2010!

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Allison E. PucciAmanda Petrisco

hallway, and meeting some of the coolest friends yet!" - Beata Kaminska



Regan Pulaski

I have had the best of both

worlds, I was homeschooled
through 6th grade and have
been in the Berlin Public School

system ever since. I have
enjoyed my time here, but am
looking forward to much better

things. Thanks to all my friends

and those that have helped me
along the way. No price may be
applied to your importance. “I

have never been hurt by what I

have not said." - Calvin

Coolidge

Believe you can and you're

halfway there. . -Theodore

Roosevelt Thank you to all my
friends, family, and teachers for

making the past four years fun

and memorable. Goodbye and

good luck to the class of 201 0!

Alexander W. Ramsey

Brian K. Quinn

“Mystery creates wonder and
wonder is the basis of man's
desire to understand.” In these

four years I have gained a

wealth of experience that will

remain with me for the rest of

my life. Thank you to my
teachers and friends for

supporting me every step of the

way. Thank you also to my
mother, my father, and my
brother Tom. Good Luck Class

of 2010!

Kimberly Rasmussen

Congrats Class of 2Q10! Thank
you to my coaches Whb have
pushed me to become the best

athlete I could be these past

four years of High School.

Mom, Dad, Jaime, and Casey,

thank you for all the support,

advice, and guidance you have
given me throughout my life.

Girls, Guys & Philly Fuego, I

love you all. Thanks for always

being there. Tyler, thanks for

being the one I can always

count on for anything no matter

what, I love you. "All I can do is

be me, whoever that is.”

“Intellectual growth should

commence at birth and cease
only at death” - Albert Einstein.

From Freshman year to Senior

Year I have only excelled. I

honored friendship from day

one and knew never to

underestimate the importance

of friendship. My friends have
helped me grow and excel,

without them I don’t know
where I would have wound up.

"Only the educated are free."

- Epictetus I'd like to thank my
parents for supporting me, first

and foremost. I'd like to thank

my teachers for this major

stepping stone made all the

easier. I'd like to thank my
friends, you guys are awesome.
Finally, I'd like to thank myself,

because without this insomnia I

would have never made it

through. You're Awesome.

Marcus Recck George Rigas

"Look at life through the

windshield, not the rear-view

mirror" Whether my
experiences have been positive

or negative within the last four

years of high school, they have
all sculpted me into the person I

am today. I have turned into an
individual I am proud of thanks

to all my teachers, friends, and
family who supported me. A
new chapter has opened in my
life, waiting only for me to fill in

the pages.

“I know the price of success:

dedication, hard work, and an
unremitting devotion to the

things you want to see happen."

These four years at Berlin high

school have flown by and
through all the ups and downs,

it has become the greatest four

years of my life. Between
soccer and classes, I have
compiled memories that will last

a life time. Thank you to my
friends arid family for the

guidance and support.

Kaitlin Rivera Joseph Rocco

01 ^5 "Goofing off and having fun with my friends!" - Bailey Mariner



"We are all inventors, each

sailing out on a voyage of

discovery, guided each by a

private chart, of which there is

no duplicate. The world is all

gates, all opportunities." - Ralph

Waldo Emerson -

"The secret to a good life is to

have the right loyalties and hold

them in the right scale of

values." I would like to thank my
family for always supporting me
and pushing me to do better.

My three best friends, thank you

for the memories and laughs

throughout the years. To Chris,

who is my best friend, thank

you for always being by my
side. Good Luck Class of 2010!

Sean E. Roche

BHS has honestly given me
access to so many
opportunities and much more

than I could ever ask for. With

everything I was involved in,

along with some truly

inspirational faculty members,

Berlin High School has made
me into the well-rounded,

successful person I am today.

Although I will miss these

hallowed halls, I am ready to

end this cherished chapter of

my life, and go on to tackle the

challenges the world will deal

me.

These four years at Berlin High

have been a roller coaster. I

have no idea how I've gotten

through all of them alive. I want

to thank my family for

supporting me through all the

times I've needed their help. To

my friends, thank you for the

fun memories we've shared

throughout the years, and I

want to thank Caitlyn for helping

me get through the toughest

times. I love you. Good luck

seniors!

Jennifer Rulka

These past four years were

unforgettable. I wish surely miss

all those funny moments at

Color guard practice and even

those one time at band camp...

moments. I have slowly come
out of my shell thanks to my
family and all of my friends. I

wish you all luck in the future.

Congrats class 2010!

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Joshua Rubin

Andrew T. Salimeno

Jessica Sampson Robert Sarmuk

To my family, I've Graduated!

You don't have to push me to

study anymore until college!

Even though I always fight with

you guys about school, I

couldn't have done it without

you guys. Thanks for always

believing in me. To Jack, Eric,

Alex and Brian: You guys are

my best friends. My four years

of high school have been

amazing because of you guys.

We have a lot of memories

together and I hope a lot more

to come.
John Sayers

‘Try not to focus on yourself,

share that love with someone

else, don't let the bitters bring

you down, don't let anything

bring you down.” Mom and

Kellie, you’re my best friends,

my rocks, my family. I’d be

nothing if I didn't have you both

by my side. Shark-bait- hoo-ha-

ha, my Connecticut Football

Club biddies, five head,

T.DeRoy; my best friends.

Girls/Guys- thanks for

everything, I love you all.

Kerry Scalora

"I'll miss watching Mr. Rush use his pink cluster." -Alex Spring & Paige Fucello a —



Elizabeth M. Smith Brandon J. Solek

“Cherish yesterday, dream

towards tomorrow and live for

today” To my Mom, Dad and

Kris, thank you for supporting

me through these years and

making it worthwhile. My true

few, I love you! “I’m only me
when I’m with you.” And to the

cheerleading team, you girls are

like my sisters and it would not

have been the same without

you, Feel the burn! And finally,

to the class of 2010,

CONGRATS; WE DID IT!

Katie L. Schreiner

“Be yourself, who else is more
qualified” Thanks mom and dad
for being therfe for me. Christina

you are morel than just a sister

to me you are a best friend.

These past four years have

been a ball! Girls I’ll know
forever that I can be myself

when I’m around you. Class of

2010 it’s been fun! “Me. and my
gang, always and forever!”

Karen M. Serravalle

Samantha L. Shirley Daniel Skowronek

"In order to be old and wise you

must first be young and stupid.”

Mom, Dad, Jim and Chris;

words can't describe how much
you mean to me - thanks for

everything! To all my family and

friends, thanks for all the good

times and great memories!

Ross and Justin; keep the quad

trips going! Let's go wheelin!!

Later....

Lauren E. Schaller

Thanks to Mom, Dad, Jonathan,

and Sarah for always providing

me with guidance and support.

To my friends thanks for making

these past four years as

painless as possible! I’ll miss

you all. Congratulations and

good luck, class of 2010!

Cody W. Scott

“These walls that they put up to

hold us back fell down, It's a

revolution, throw your hands up

'cause we never gave in”-

Taylor Swift- Change. High

School has left me with

memories that I will never

forget. Thank you to my friends

and family for always being

there, I love you guys. Congrats

class of 2010, and good luck in

the future!

"Go confidently in the direction

of your dreams. Live the life you

have imagined." I've learned

and experienced so much from

my four years at Berlin High

School. People come and go,

but the memories will last

forever. I want to thank all my
teachers, family, and friends

who supported me through High

School and made a difference

in my life. Class of 2010, follow

your dreams!

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

Fl "Anatomy class with Mark, Kaitin and Cady with her backpack actics always



"Never take life seriously.

Nobody gets out alive

anyways." These last 4 years

have been great. Thanks to my
family for all the help and

support and thanks to all my
friends for all the good times.

Andrew J. Soneson

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

Alexandria Spring

I'd like to thank my mom for

pushing me throught school. I'd

also like to thank my girlfriend

because she means the most to

me and she has changed me
for the better. I love you amy.

Alexander F. Steele

Senior year already came and

went. How fast it moves. Thank

you to all my friends and

influences in my life. Thanks

Nick, Casserino, Mike and

Zack. What a great year! Just

like Ferris said, “Life moves
pretty fast. If you don’t stop and

look around once in a while,

you could miss it."

I thank God I have been
privileged with an amazing high

school experience. Being staff

for Band, UpBeat, and Civil Air

Patrol kept me on my toes,

especially in the fall. Can't

forget periods 3& 4 “Studies”

with Rachel, Lindsey, Ryan
(Finale J ), & Cady. Thanks for

the memories! I love you all

(and the many others I haven’t

mentioned), “...continue in the

things which you have

learned....” 2 Timothy 3:14

(New King James Version)

Learn the past, watch the

present, and create the future.

Thank you Mom and Dad for all

your love and support, I couldn’t

have done it without you. Mat

and Jon you are the best

brothers a girl can have. My
true few, I’m only me when I’m

with you. B-my best friend.

Seby you'll always have a place

in my heart. It’s been a blast..

Good Luck class of 2010..

We’re finally done!

Erica E. Steinson

Nathan Strazzulla Allison G. Sturgeon

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

"Everlasting, your light will shine

when all else fades. Never

ending, your glory goes beyond

all fame. And the cry of my
heart, is to bring YOU praise,

from the inside out, Lord my
soul cries out.”

Glenn E. Swantek Jr. Stephen Switzer

made me laugh. Her backpack held many wonders to behold" - Elizabeth Smith



"He who is not courageous

enough to take risks will

accomplish nothing in life." I

want to thank all my coaches,

teachers, and friends who have

helped me through these past

four years of high school and
have shaped me into the

person I am today. I will never

forget all of the endless

memories. Mom, Dad, Joe and
Jeff thanks for all your love and
support. Good luck class of

2010 .

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Fiona Tamburini

"Long you live and high you fly

and smiles you'll give and tears

you'll cry and all you touch and
all you see is all your life will

ever be” - Pink Floyd. To my
friends & family - I wouldn't

have made here it without you.

Thank you for making these

past four years truly worth

remembering.

“We are shaped by our

thoughts; we become what we
think. When the mind is pure,

joy follows like a shadow that

never leaves “-Siddhartha

Gautama. I would like to thank

my parents for being there for

me no matter what and always

pushing me to do my best. To
my best friends, the memories
made in these four years will

never be forgotten. And to the

class of 2010, congratulations!

We did it!

“Aim above morality. Be not

simply good; be good for

something” - Henry David

Thoreau. Words cannot express

how grateful I am for all the

support and love from my
family, friends, and teachers,

and to everyone that

encouraged my passion for

music, I thank you tenfold.

These past four years went by

in a flash, and although things

were trying and stressful at

times, I will never forget the

amazing experiences and
memories I had. Sean M. Sylvester

Tomasz M. Szydlik

"Learn from yesterday, Live for

today, Hope for tomorrow"

Good times, all four years were
sweet from start to finish.

Thanks you’s going out to my
whole family especially my
parents. Friday night lights #5.

All my friend's I couldn't have
had more fun and I know the

fun is just beginning. Peace out

BHS, it's been real. Live it up...

Jane M. Sylvester

Mariko Taricani Taylor Tavarozzi

Do not be afraid to step back
and take a break every once in

a while. If you don't, you will

miss all the good times and
never realize how fantastic life

truly is.

I'll always remember getting air in the Green Monster" - Phil DiPietro



"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

I first want to thank everyone

who has supported me
throughout my time in high

school. It has been one of the

greatest experiences of my life,

and I'll remember it forever.

Dan, Phil, Mike, Dave, and all

my friends, thank you. The

good times will never end,

they’ll just keep getting better.

Good luck to everyone.

“I don't care if I get laugh lines

when I'm old because it means
that I had fun when I was
young.” Over the past four

years at Berlin High School I’ve

taken full advantage of every

opportunity that came my way
and have had the time of my
life! Through the challenges and
achievements these years

brought, I’m ready for the next

step in life. Thanks to all of you

who have helped me on my
journey!

Shawn Toomey Jordan Urso

“The skys the limit" - lilwayne

First off I would like to thank my
family. Mom, Dad and Kyle. I

love you all! Second I would like

to thank all of my friends,

without you guys high school

wouldn't be the same for me. I

love you guys! Basketball girls

we've grown like a family and

have came a far way. Thank

you coaches for the

experiences you've brought me.

Good luck class of 2010!!

Ian B. VanderGulik

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Alexys C. Vazquez

Maxwell Vreeland Heather N. Weinberg

“All you really need is love, but

a little chocolate now and then

doesn’t hurt.” - Charles Schulz

These past four years at Berlin

High have provided me with a

wealth of opportunities for self-

discovery. I am extremely

grateful to my teachers for

helping me realize my potential.

To my friends: thank you for all

of the wonderful memories.

Lastly, I would like to thank my
family for their continual love

and support. Congratulations,

2010 graduates!

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

Lauren I. Weiss Jasmine West

I have enjoyed the experience of broadcasting every Friday on the high school's

radio station WERB" - David Legnani



Zachary Whitcomb

Alex Williams

Jillian I. Young

"You can lake as much as you

can from the generation that

has preceded you, but then it's

up to you to make something

new.” - Jackson Browne. I owe
everything to my family and
friends. My high school years

have been filled with fun times

and life-long memories. I’ve

enjoyed every minute of the last

few years hanging out at Jay’s

and cruising in the Big Red Car.

Jay, Eric, Brian, and Jack; you

guys rock. And yes Brian, you

are a walking time box. Go
Redcoats!

“Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

I may have been loud or weird,

but I never stopped being me.

MEOW! To all my crazy friends:

without you, I wouldn't have had

so much fun! Kidwell, you're my
role model and I will never stop

looking up to you. Drama club

let me be me. UPBEAT molded
me into a better me. Hospital

taught me that I can make a

difference in this world, and I

will, one patient at a time.

Michelle Wnuk

“I’d rather die on my feet, than

live on my knees.’’ To all the

boys on the swim team, it’s

been great but at times, crazy

these past four seasons.

Coach, Mrs. Thurston, thanks

for being there when it was
needed most, pushing me to

never quit. Finally, to my family,

I couldn’t have gotten to where I

am today without your

supportive direction. Thanks to

everyone and good luck to the

class of 201 0!

Joshua Zaniewski

Katelyn Zarotney

“During your life, never stop

dreaming. No one can take

away your dreams." These past

four years have been
unforgettable and taught me a
lot about myself. Mom, Dad,

and Kyle, thanks for all your

endless love and support. I love

you! To my friends, coaches
and teammates: thanks for all

the countless memories!

Grandpa, R.I.P, you're my
inspiration and always will be, I

love and miss you! Congrats

Class of 2010!

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

Cade D. Ziegler

Berlin High has been anything

but easy. Whether it was
composing a sixty-five page
paper in a month, or crunching

out problems in chemistry, the

lessons taught were much
greater than facts found in a

textbook. I learned how to love,

and be loved, take risks, and

have faith in myself. I also feel

eternally grateful for my friends

and family. Berlin High is but

one chapter of my life; let the

new battle begin.

Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive.”

Author: - Unknown Author

Sarah Wilkinson

52 My road trip to sonic with my best friends." - Jacqueline Borysewicz



"Life's unpredictable, but in the

end it's right. I hope you have
the time of your life.” In these

four years, my happiest

moments involved a lot of

laughter. These moments were
not expected and lightened the

difficult times. Thanks to all who
shared in my joy!

"Photos may give insight into

our lives, but memories of those

times is what keeps them alive."

Author: - Unknown Author

Heather ZiskAlyssa Zipadelli

Aldin Custovic

Jaden Davis

Monique Duong
Genta Gilani

Luis Gonzalez

Maksym Jaworecki

Sandra Kaliski

Liana Laguna
Jacqueline Lewis

Kendra Shaw
Jennifer Trinh

Nikki Valentine

Guilherme Vieira

Daniel Walentukonis

Erin Wilson

Yao Zheng



MOST UK&Y TO BP

SOMPOiVP'S CRUSH N/'OST SCHOOL SPIRIT

.arina DVlma'fo and Joey Colo^alle Briana Calafiore and Joe Cooper
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CUTE AS ABUTTON
Te-s-sa Cugno and Karol!

BEST SML£
Ua. Dunham and Ju«s-fin Damage

MR,& MS, CONGENIALITY BBST fMIR
Aly^-sa Rayas andTim King Kadlynn Holliman and Jack Bankas

55



BIGGEST FURT KAOSWriLFTlC
Blair ferry and Doug Camp6elt Kim Ra-smu-svsen and Brian Malloy

MOST UKLLYTOTAKL
OV£R Tri£WORLD
Maggie Doyle and Brian Quinn

MOST ARTISTIC
Bailey Mariner and Minrf PaTel



MOST LIKELY TO MOST (JMQ(J£
SUCCEED Maddy Knorin and Mark Hannon

Heavier 2ivsk and Ed Courehaine

MC£ST BYTS most
Chel-sea NVlougHin and doe Roceo Julie Baldyga and Cade -Ziegler



MOST UKELY TO BE BEST DESERTED ISLAVD

FAMOUS COMPAVOV
Kerry Scalora and AJ Mar-stglia Lauren Llsttano and Dan Skowronek

MOST UKELY TO
.MOVE FAR AWAY
(Zenta 6ilani and Dom Kie!6owtc^.

MOST OUTGOING
Kadtileen Muffins and Dylan Da6kow*ski



Dcm MOST FOR

TriF CLASS
Kailin Cornwall andTim Dean

MOST CO/VTAGIOUS

IAU(3R

dill Young and David Campagna

MOST UKFIY TO BF

LOOKING liV A MIRROR
Lauren iVappi and AnTtiony DeFraneo

KAOST MUSICAL
Jane Cytve^er and Ryan Bisson



MCESTCAR
Brooke AH^ui-s'f andTaylorTavaro^.^.i

MOSTTALKATIVE
Val iVygren and Sean Sylve-sTer

MOST THEATRICAL
Michelle Wnuk and Ja>son Sundry



CUTEST COUPLE
Alii Sturgeon and Sefcas'tian Ogi6owvsH

MOST UKOY TO BRK3HTOV

YOUR DAY
Kyleigh Makow-sfci and Andrew17vur^+on

CLASS CLOVY/V
Cady Michaels and .'Vick DeLoia
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"Usually my trunk is

pretty clean, in the

winter I just keep my
ski stuff back there."

-Cody Scott

"
I just went

paintballing this past

weekend so I still

have all my stuff in

my trunk."

-Scott Hans

My trunk: subwoofers and 27

tennis balls, yugio cards and

even a basketball, a lil Wayne
skateboard and some video

games, an airsoft mask and 2

lacrosse balls.

-Deven Daleo

"My trunk is like a shoe

store, closet, bed, and

garbage all in one place..

whenever I can't find

something, 95% of the time

it's in my trunk."

- Kim Rasmussen

"My trunk is usually

pretty empty except for

my snowboard in the

winter and my lax stick

during the spring."

-Sam DelConte

"My trunk is filled with

all sorts of items. .from

my yoga mat, to the

clothes for last minute

weekend sleepovers."

- Nikki Baccaro

"Sometimes I like to

chillax in my trunk when
I'm really stressed."

-Tessa Cugno
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"My bag carries my life. It

has food, makeup, money,
lotion, and my cellphone.

Everything I need."
- Jenn Rulka

"It's all fun

and games
until you
break my
wicker

basket."

- Cady
Michaels

"I don't know
much, but

everything I do
know is in my
backpack."
- Tim King

"My purse is always
so heavy because my
whole life is in it."

- Alison Brochu

"Our locker

definitely shows our

personalities. From
the Dr. Suess notes

to our song lyrics to

our best friend

pictures to the

books that fall out

when opened (that's

all Nicole). We just

have fun everyday at

our locker and it's

just one more thing

we share as best

friends!"

- Michelle Wnuk &
Nicole Bugella

"It's always

jammed open.

Our locker is a

hot mess."
- Jackie

Borysewicz &
Alyssa Zipadelli

"I usually just use
my backpack so
my locker is ^
pretty empty." Kj
- Joe Rocco m



TV Show : Jersey Shore

Soda : Dr. Pepper

Cafeteria Lunch : Stix Dayj

Hangout : McDonalds

Female Teacher : DiCicco

Male Teacher : Pusso
Actor: Taylor Lautner

Actress: Megan Fox

Athlete: Michael Phelps

Sport: Football

Football Team: Giants

Baseball Team : Ped Sox

School Sub iect : Math

|

Place To Shop: Forever 21

Radio Station : Kiss 95.7

Pizza Place : Bella

Musican : Lil Wayne
Video Game : Mario Brothers

Song : Party in the USA
Blizzard Flavor : Oreo

Class: Gym





Tuesday: Superhero Day

Wednesday: 80's Day

Thursday: Rival Day
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Berlin High's annual

Spirit Dance hosted

by the Cheerleaders.

A group of

brave

students and

teachers bust

a move.
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SeniorsWsfJuniors - November 1

RJTseniors won

enior
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Berlin girls of all grades

participated in a flag football

game against Newington on
^^^November 16. 2QQ^^iCoach Norton
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Cfas.

Cole Amenta
Michael Aresimowicz

Jared Argazzi

Jonathan Asal

Darren Ayotte

Leanne Ayotte

Lindsay Baldus

David Balfore

Austin Barnes

Alyssa Barrett

Priscilla Bianchi

Thomas Biondi

Laine Blankenburg

Katelyn Blauvelt

Benjamin Bonola

Taylor Bosse

Timothy Boualapha

James Brancato

Mallory Brochu

Jenna Brousseau

Blake Budney

Caitlyn Budnick

Kelsey Budnick

Jessica Buehler

Troy Busch

Carley Calafiore

Rebecca Calafiore

Alex Camosci

Clay Campney
Kaitlyn Cantafi

'2011



Jacqueline Carlson

Vivian Carlson

Michael Cassineri

Kristen Cavaliere

Christopher Cefaratti

Christine Chamberland

Anna Chmura
Zachary Chyra

Samantha Colgan

Kristin Collins

Richard Conway
Jennifer Cook

Samantha Cooper

Ethan Cope
Joshua Costa

Eric Cote

Michael Cowperthwaite

Nicholas Crenella

Jake Cyr

Jessica Cyr

Geoffrey Dansro

Kathryn Darling

Steven Davis

Nicole Dean

Joseph Dellaquila

Maximillian DeLorenzo

Rebecca Demczuk
Christopher Domurat

Paulina Drozdzowski

Ryan Dumin

Todd Flis

Austin Focareto

Danielle Formica
Mackenzie Friedmann

Brendan Germano
Francis Germano



Zachary Giaccone

Jeffrey Gotta

Dawn Grabowski

Dylan Grasso

Franz Grunbaum
Mark Guerin

Nicholas Gurrieri

Samantha Hall

Katherine Harrison

Keenan Hoffmann

Daniel Hogan
Samantha Hood

Brendon Hull

Shannon Jedrzejczyk

Taylor Jefferson

Brandon Johnson

Alexander Joslyn

Emily Juchniewicz

Kevin Jud

Kamil Kaminski

James Kissane

Alexander Koscielniak

Justin Kozikowski

Kevin Kozikowski

Tyler Kradas

Kyle Kureczka

Volodymyr Kuts

Jessica La
Joseph Labadia

Peter Ladas

Jessica Lanza

Kimberly Lapierre

Stephanie Lapierre

Jessica Lavoie

Colleen Lennehan

Brian Lesmes

Heather Levack

Elizabeth Long
Carrie Longo

Alii Lu

Cassandra Lunden

Carla Mangiafico



Marisa Mangiafico

Anthony Mann
Kendra Manthey

Michael Markiewicz

Michaela Martinez

Christopher Martino

John Marzi

Amber Mascola

William Matuszak

Tyler Mayer
Kayla Mazzarella

Theresa McCurdy

Amanda McLeod
Nicole McLeod
Monica Meucci

Blayne Michalski

Paulina Mielicka

Elizabeth Milewski

Matthew Miller

Ryan Morrison

Ryan Munson
Frank Murphy

Christopher Napierkowski

Elizabeth Nelson

Kyle Nelson

Andrew Newton
Huy Nguyen

Melissa Nixon

James Nolan

Austin Nunes

Amanda Pac

Matthew Padykula

Marcin Parzych

Bhavik Patel

Deepali Patel

Sheel Patel

Vipra Patel

Benjamin Paventi

Samantha Peck

Cody Pedemonti



Michael Pemo
Andrea Pomponio

Allison Ponte

Mason Powers

Lauren Prior

Michael Prior

Abigail Procko
Elizabeth Pryputniewiez

Spencer Pu/io

Ryan Rampone
Tessa Rawlings

Jennifer Rector

Michael Rector

April Regan

Emily Relyea

Jenna Revoir

Michelle Ritchie

Erin Roccapriore

Makayla Rochette

Jaclyn Rubin

Rebecca Rugar

Stephanie Russo

Amanda Rustico

Emma Rustico

Melanie Sak

Adam Salwocki

Anthony Santangelo

Briana Saraceno

Frank Scelza

Alyssa Scheyd

Paul Shelkov

Amanda Siembab

Jared Silverman

Richard Skwiot

Daniel Slomski

Alexandra Spada



Antonio Squitieri

Monique St. Jarre

Adrian Stelmaszek

Taylor Stepien

Kevin Stewart

Kevin Stritch

Shaun Sullivan

Stephanie Swiatek

Kaitlyn Synnott

Ryan Szalaty

Jessica Szczepanik

Rebecca Taylor

Bobbi Temple
Michael Tenore

Alyssa Terrier

Aubrey Thibeault

Trey Thibeault

Karissa Tirinzoni

Christian Tomasitis

Nicholas Tropea

Samantha Tsun

Igor Turetskyy

Heather Veach

Vanessa Vega

Anthony Vinci

Michael Voelpel

Natalie VonAchen
lan Vujs

Jordan Wacker
Jacob Warner

Zachary Waznia
Shannon Williams

Andrew Wnuk
Travis Wood

Kristopher Zabrensky

Scott Zagorski

Michael Zappulla

Kaila Ziegler

Margaret Zielinski

Sara Zukowski



Tyler Agostini

Andrew Alessi

Elizabeth Alessi

Jordan Anderson

Lisa Andreana

Jeffery Aresco

Alexandra Asal

Christopher Aucoin

Gina Aziz

Jamie Barber

Emily Baroni

Deanna Barrett

Patryk Bavol

Adam Becker

Ashley Bellinger

Nicholas Berardi

Adam Berger

William Bergeron

Conner Bernard

Adam Bielinski

Damien Blair

John Blancato

Kyle Bolduc

Jessica Bosco

Christopher Bosse

Kimberly Bosse

Patrick Bostrom

Matthew Bove

Connor Bowen
Bianca Boyd
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88 "My favorite memory was making videos with Jen Straub in movie making

class" - Kira Eleveld



Sarah Brochu

Matthew Brodeur

Kimberly Brown
Tiffany Brown

Stephen Brownlee

Morgan Budney

Kyle Burby

Kelly Byrnes

Amanda Calderone

Alexandra Carbonell

Mary Kate Carlson

Daniel Caron

Lucas Caron

Emily Carroll

Briana Cass

William Cavedon

Aneta Chorzepa

Madeleine Christiana

Alexander Chyra

Emily Coffey

Carly Cohen

Stephanie Cohen
Daniel la Couceiro

Sabrina Couceiro

Alexis Crespo

Jakub Cwieka

Jenna D'Amato

Lia D'Amato
Christopher Dabkowski

Sarah Damato

Cheyenne Dickinson

Jessica DiMattia

Nicole Dolan

Zachary Edwards

Kira Eleveld

Justice Empronto-Gale



Victoria Fagan

Chelsea Farrington

Tyler Feger

Marc Flis

Margaret Frederick

Mackenzie Freeland

Ashley Friday

Emily Frigeri

Brian Gagliardi

Cassidy Galante

Shane Garfi

Kayla Gauthier

Danielle Gemmell
Nicole Gerrow

Tori Giannini

Alexander Gover

Amber Gunn
Olivia Hale

Robert Hall

Seth Harris

William Hastings

Jonathan Hauptfeld

Jake Haynes

Dana Hebert

Connor Hilbie

Janisha Hill

Timothy Jacobsen

Emma Johnson

Nicole Johnson

Shannon Jones

Kelly Josephson

Corey Kalman
Aleksandra Kaminska

Thais Kano
Korey Karol 1

Kelly Kasulis

Samantha Kelley

Kelly Kennedy

Abby Kennure

Daniyal Khan
Colin King

Kyle Kissane



Samantha Klett

Kevin Knopf

Karol Kolc

Christopher Kolodziej

Allen Kozloski

Andrew Kuper

Brittany Labbadia

Jake Labieniec

Alexander LaPointe

Daniel Laviana

Kyle Lavoie

Matthew Lea

Victoria Leist

Stephanie Lewis

Daniel Lojko

Meghan Long
Chelsea Longo

David Lunt

Caitlyn Mangiafico

James Marchetti

Daniel Marcille

Wayne Marcum
Amanda Maule

Alison Mazurkiewicz

Carli Mazzarella

Braden McGrath

Erin McKinnon
Lia McNamara

Shannon Membrino
Abigail Mendaros

Erica Messina

Joanna Miklosz

Robert Morrin

David Morrison

Robert Mozzicato

Shannon Murphy

Jessica Naples

Megi Nawalaniec

Timothy Norton

Kamila Nowak
Teagan O'Donnell

Joanna Omilanowski



Elizabeth Orsini

Cora Ottaviani

Dana Ottaviani

Emmalee Ouellette

Paige Owens
Makenzie Ozycz

Erika Park

Nichole Passinese

Chirag Patel

Ritesh Patel

Shimoli Patel

Vishnu Patel

Sarah Paul

Jennifer Petrario

Elaine Pick

Alexander Pietruszewski

Kate Piotrowicz

Megan Pitkin

Ashley Pulaski

Taylor Recck

Ethan Renner

Robyn Riggott

Cassandra Roberts

Holly Robillard

Michael Rocco

Shawna Rosol

Kristin Salimeno

Nicholas Santangelo

Casey Santoro

Laurel Savage

Carter Scarrozzo

Kathryn Seheer

Darryl Shaw
Olivia Sherman

Devin Silverman

Daniel Singarella

Akanksha Singh

Michael Sirois

Patrick Sirois

Brandon Slater

Joshua Smith

Julia Spencer
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Tyler St. Jarre

Samuel Stanton

Joseph Starosz

Emily Stickel

Jennifer Straub

John Swantek

Melissa Swiatek

Anna Switzer

Kaylene Sylvain

Iu-Wei Sze

Sage Szymanski

Alexander Taddeo

Madison Tavarozzi

Daniel Taylor

Catherine Tencza

Katherine Tirado

Jack Tomascak
Meaghan Trzasko

Thomas Undercuffler

Trafford Underwood
Brendon Vaughan

Anthony Vernacatola

Amber Viteri

Samuel Vreeland

Chelsea Vujs
Anthony Walentukonis

Kelly Walsh

Ryan Weame
Taylor Welch
Bridget White

Nicole Whitehill

Kaitlyn Willametz

Brady Wilson

Rebecca Worsham
Rachel Zelek

Shayna Zuk

Amanda Zup
Justin Zup



"My favorite memory was being a part of the fall play, 'Big Rock At Candy's

Mountain'."- Tori Prokop
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Melina Accarpio

Sebastian Addamo
Craig Ahem

Tyler Anderson

Lauren Aresco

Henry Aroian

Elizabeth Asal

Danielle Ayotte

Amanda Aziz

Neville Bajjo

Michael Baroni

Connor Bennett

Carolyn Bemucca
Lawrence Betterini

Mitchell Blanchette

Joseph Bosco

Tyler Bouchard

Fazli Bozal

Collin Brown
Gregory Buck

Alexander Bugella

Katherine Burek

Anthony Cancel

Brajan Cano

Jessica Cantone

Kimberly Caplik

Alan Caron

Emily Charbonneau

Elsa Chase

James Chiodo



Isabella Cialfi

Charlotte Cichowski

Madeline Cirullo

Courtney Cloutier

Olivia Constantine

Gregory Costanzo

Lauren Criniti

Gabrielle Cyr
Peter Czepiga

Caroline D'Attilio

Nicole Damboise
Matthew DeConti

Thomas DeGroff
Jerry Dejesus

Joseph DelValle

Thomas deRito

Emily-Anne Deutsch

Daniel DiCioccio

Sylvia Dobrowolski

Rachel Droste

Tom Drozdzowski

Gabriel la Durante

Benjamin Durao

Daniel Fasciano

Jillian Ferraguto

Kaitlyn Fisette

Ashley Fort

Jonathan Fort

Meghan Foy
Ashley Gable

Nicholas Ginotti

Alexandra Giove

Justin Gombotz
Cassidy Goodwin
Kristina Hagmeier

Emily Hamel



Nicole Harris

Jessica Heckman
Peter Hogan

Natalie Hornberger

Vahe Hovhannisyan

Yaryna Hrynyukh

Tobias Hull

Morgan hnossi

Brandon Iozzo

Olivia Jablonski

Bianca Jacques

Eric Jha

Evelyn Juchniewicz

David Jud

Mai Kader

Matthew Kali

Gabriel Keller

Mujtaba Khan

Ramsha Khan
Sana Khan

Jordan Kinney

Julia Kipphut

Ryan Kliszewski

Daniel Klotz

Hannah Koziol

Laura Kuzoian

May La
Sabrina Labadia

Robert Ladas

Devlin LaFrance

Olga Laguna

Luann Landon

Ericka Lanza

Gina Lapila

Bao Le

Brian Lennehan

Avery Lewandowski

Michael Lisitano

Alexander Little

Allison Loiselle

Julia Lombardo
Natalie Lombardo
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Olivia Lombardo
Morrisa Luddy

Brittany Lukasik

Rebecca Lunt

Zackary Lynes

Madison Macke

Alejandra Madrid

Geoffrey Magisano

Shannon Mahoney
Kevin Main

Ashley Malloy

Nicholas Mangiafico

Matthew Manning

Nicholas Marchetti

Savhanna Marcum
Paul Mariano

Julie Marino

Nicole Maroon

Ryan Marquis

Amanda Martino

Nicholas Martino

Courtney McCloskey

Quinn McCurdy
Brendan McLarty

Scott McLeod
Briana McLoughlin

Christopher Meucci

Emily Michaud

Taylor Mikoleit

Alyssa Milewski

Michael Miller

Molly Miller

Brian Mintich

Emma Morelli

Megan Morrison

Richard Mullins

Heather Napier

Brittany Nemphos
Brie Nickerson

Madeline Onofrio

Devin Orde

Avery Ortega



Angela Panagopoulos

John Parillo

Stefanie Parillo

Jaydip Patel

Sanjiv Patel

Sarina Patel

Mason Paul

Leah Pawelczyk

Nicole Peck

John Pedemonti

Karlee Pedemonti

Sean Pentalow

Liza Perez

Jessica Petitti

Lauren Petry

Morgan Picard

Kevin Pirruccio

Michael Pomian

Haley Procko

Megan Procko

Victoria Prokop

Kailene Rampone
Julian Ramsey

Evan Regan

David Roccapriore

Kyle Rocco

Dominik Rokita

Gina Root

Darren Royce

Megan Rugar

Nicholas Seguljic

James Shemeth

Jacob Shoplick

Marybeth Simmone
Carly Simonides

April Slomski



Cody Smith

Kevin Smith

Alexis Smolicz

Jeffrey Smolicz

Kaley Sokolowski

Deven Sorensen

Jey Soucy

Gina Squitieri

Gabrielle St. Jarre

Daniel Stafstrom

Lindsey Stefens

Nicholas Strain

Tyler Stritch

Philip Switaj

Nicole Sylvain

Jeffrey Sylvester

lan Tamburini

Nicholas Tara

Kayla Tenore

Michael Tirinzoni

Courtney Trzasko

Tyler Undercuffler

Tyler Varley

Patrick Veley

Carly Vemacatola

Tena Vemale

Catherine Voelpel

John Voisine

Zackery Voisine
Christopher VonAehen

Angela Wnuk
Adrian Wojcik

Joanna Wojtun

Daniel Wrona
Kyle Young
Paige Young

"My favorite memory is 'one team, one family... this is the state swim team.'"

- Joanna Wojtun



Callie Zajac

Wojtus Zak

Caroline Zembko
Stephanie Zembko

Faith Ziegler

Jordan Zima

Camera Sh

f

Freihmm Junior*

Taylor Blauvelt

.Ronnika Cadogan
Demis Christodlous

Jaclyn Hoffman

Donika Prevalla

Gabriel Szczygla

Breanna Vargas

Matthew Aresco Bennett Lohmeyer
Rachel Berberian Lisette Munoz
Mariana Campos Nicholas Nadaeu
Rachel Carlson Ryan Newport
Camilia Chrzan Robert Ozycz
Joshua Crowley Joshua Paradis

Taylor Dudics Rachel Pawelczyk

Mercedes Ferrara Edward Perez |

Monique Gerrow Cory Perzan

Lauren Lee Chelsea Stokarski

Sophomore*
Eric Augusto

Marquis Bawl

Chelsey Bosse
Elizabeth Brown
Collin Buckley

Armand Cano
Robert Castro

Francesco Fargione

Pawel Karwowski

Jean Paul Paez
Katlynn Perretta

Michael Piccoli

Jenna Pulaski

Brandon Ralph

Brittany Robitaille

Amber Rose
Michael Salonia-Plourd

Eric Toce
William Vanderspek
Kevin Yukna
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STATTCHAMPS!

9/1 9 Wethersfield

9/25 Northwest Catholic

10/2 Weaver
10/9 Tolland

10/16 Simsbury

10/23 Rocky Hill

10/30 Bristol Eastern

11/6 Platt

11/13 Fermi

11/25 New Britain

12/1 Avon
k Bethel



Cheerleading
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Mens Soccer



9/15 Rockville

9/18 Maloney

9/22 Plainville

9/25 Bristol Central

9/29 Bristol Eastern

10/1 Platt

10/5 Bulkeley

10/7 Middletown

1 0/9 Conard

10/13 Maloney

10/16 Plainville

10/20 Bristol Central

10/23 Bristol Eastern

10/27 Platt

10/30 Bulkeley

11/2 Middletown



Womens Soccer

CCCCHAMPS! *

9/15 Tolland W 1-0

9/18 Maloney W 7-0

9/22 Plainville W 5-1

9/24 Bristol Central W 4-0

9/29 Bristol Eastern W 3-0

10/1 Platt W 5-0

10/5 Bulkeley W 5-1

10/7 Middletown W 5-0

10/9 Southington W 5-0

10/13 Maloney W 7-1

10/16 Plainville W 3-2

10/20 Bristol Central W 2-0

10/23 Bristol Eastern W 3-1

10/27 Platt W 4-1

10/30 Bulkeley W 7-0

11/2 Middletown W 3-0

11/11 Fairfield Warde W 2-1

11/13 Avon L 2-1





Womens Swimming
& Diving





Cross Country



Boys: Girls

9/15 W 18-43 Platt W 18-43
9/15 W 23 - 34 Plainville W 19-44
9/23 L 32 - 24 Newington W 25 - 31

9/23 L38- 18 Manchester L 44-17
9/23 RHAM L 48-15
9/30 W 19-39 Maloney W 15-50
9/30 L 37-18 Bristol Central W 20-39
10/6 W 23 - 32 Bristol East L 46-15
10/6 W 19-42 Bulkeley W 15-50
10/13 W 25 - 34 Middletown W 21 - 39

GreatSeason!



Volleyball
jjf'



« V %

9/15

9/17

9/21

9/23

9/25

9/30

10/1

10/5

10/7

10/9

10/13

10/14

10/16

10/21

10/22

10/26

10/28

10/30

11/2

11/6

11/9

Maloney
Plainville

Bristol Central

Bristol Eastern

Farmington

Platt

Bulkeley

Middletown

Maloney
New Britain

Bristol Central

Plainville

Rockville

Bristol Eastern

Platt

Bulkeley

Clastonbury

Middletown

Hartford Public

Southington

New Farfield

L 0-3

W 3-0

W 3-0

LI-3
L 0-3

W 3-1

W 3-0

W 3-0

W 3-0

W 3-0

L 2-3

W 3-2

W 3-0

L 0-3

W 3-0

W 3-0

W 3-0

W 3-0

W 3-1

L 0-3

W 3-1

'-*1



Mens Basketball %
A



12/16

12/18

12/22

12/29

1/2

1/5

1/8

1/12

1/15

1/19

1/22

1/26

1/30

2/1

2/4

2/8

2/11

2/17

2/19

2/22

2/25

3/8

Farmington

South Windsor

Maloney
South Windsor

Newington

Plainville

Bristol Central

Bristol Eastern

Platt

Bulkeley

Middletown

Glastonbury

Maloney
Plainville

Bristol Central

Bristol Eastern

Platt

Bulkeley

Rockville

Middletown

Weaver
Bloomfield

W 37-34

W 54-48

L 64-48

W 52-39

W 56-46

W 57-53

W 52-42

L 53-49

L 58-56

L 67-66

L 54-44 OT
W 51-45

W 49-45

W 63-52

W 64-52

L 48-42 OT
W 70-63

L 68-45

W 71-46

L 64-63

W 54 - 57
L 52 - 56

(SregrfSeason!



Womens Basketball

118





Indoor Track
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Mens Swimming



CCCChatnpsi

12/22 Conard L 86-98

1/5 Hall M 105-78

1/8 Wethersfield L 84-97

1/12 E.O Smith L 90-96

1/22 Hartford Public W 90-73

1/26 Bristol Co-op W 106-80

1/29 Simsbury W 100-84

2/2 Bulkeley W 101-74

2/5 Avon L 83-103
2/9 Plainville W 99-85

2/16 Suffield W 94-53

2/23 Middletown W 101-85

2/25 Platt/ Maloney W 101-77



Wrestling



12/16 Wethersfield W
12/19 Berlin Invitational L
12/23 Maloney W
12/30 Rockville W
1/2 Maloney Quad Meet |_

1/6 Simsbury L
1/13 Plainville L
1/16 Art Power Duels L
1/20 Bristol Central L
1/27 Bristol Eastern L
2/3 Platt L
2/6 Hall L

Cxood Season!
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4/8 Masuk W 3-2

4/10 New Britain L 1-4

4/13 SMSA W 5-0

4/14 Northwest Catholic W 16-1

4/17 East Catholic W 2-1

4/23 Southington W 3-2

4/24 Plainville W 5-1

4/27 Middletown W 4-0

4/29 RHAM W 8-0

5/6 Northwest Catholic L 4-0

5/8 SMSA W 7-3

5/12 Rocky Hill W 5-0

5/13 East Catholic W 11-0

5/15 Plainville W 8-2

5/16 St. Paul Catholic W 14-1

5/18 RHAM W 2-1

5/20 Middletown L 7-3

5/22 Rocky Hill W16-6
5/25 Farmington W 24-1

5/26 St. Paul Catholic W 15-0

6/2 North Haven W 13-3





Oood dob (Siris

!

4/8 Coginchaug W 12-3

4/13 SMSA W 18-0

4/14 Northwest Catholic W 8-1

4/15 Windsor L 0-1

4/17 East Catholic L 1-8

4/24 St Paul W 4-1

4/27 Middletown W 6-5

4/29 RHAM W11-1
5/6 Northwest Catholic W 2-0

5/7 St Paul W 11-3

5/8 SMSA W 12-0

5/9 Plainville L 4-2

5/11 Hale Ray W 6-0

5/13 East Catholic L 8-1

5/15 Plainville L 9-0

5/18 RHAM L 5-1

5/19 Rocky Hill L 5-4

5/20 Middletown L 4-0

5/22 Rocky Hill L 0-13

5/27 Manchester L 0-2

6/1
.4

Fairfield Warde L 5-0



Mens Track



4/8 SMSA, Rocky Hill

5/5 Middletown, St Paul

5/7 Fermi, Newington

5/12 Plainville, RHAM



Womens Track 1



_— —

4/8

4/23

5/5

5/12

SMSA, Rocky Hill

Bristol Central

Middletown, St Paul

Plainville, RHAM

WayT< (SoD



Mens Tennis



RHAM
Middletown

Northwest Catholic

Northwest Catholic

Southington

East Catholic

RHAM
East Catholic

Rocky Hill

Midddletown

Rocky Hill



4/8

4/9

4/27

4/28

5/1

5/6

5/8

5/13

5/15

5/18

5/20

5/21

5/22

5/22

5/26

5/27

Plainville

East Catholic

RHAM
Middletown

Northwest Catholic

Northwest Catholic

Branford

East Catholic

Plainville

RHAM
Middletown

St. Paul

Rocky Hill

Glastonbury

St Paul

Rocky Hill

W 4-3

W 4-3

L 1-6

W 7-0

L 2-5

L 2-5

L 2-5

W 5-2

W 6-1

L 2-5

W 7-0

W 7-0

W 4-3

L 1-6

W 6-1

W 4-3

70-6

Womens Tennis





Lacrosse

h|ji
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4/8 Northwest Catholic L 5-15

4/11 Windsor L 2-13

4/13 East Catholic L 10-9

4/16 Farmington L 7-15

4/18 Bacon Academy L 8-5

4/21 Shelton W 7-6

4/23 West Haven L 10-4

4/28 Northwest Catholic L 17-3

5/4 East Catholic L 4-14

5/5 Bacon Academy W 5-4

5/8 Shelton W 10-7

5/11 Windsor W 11-7

5/14 West Haven L 6-3

5/20 Haddam-Killingworth L 11-2

5/23 Fairfield Warde L 16-1

5/26 Haddam-Killingworth L 9-7

<3o Lax S<iuad!
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Northwest, St Paul 163
East Catholic 1 50
RHAM, Middletown 164
Middletwon, RHAM 168
Cromwell, Morgan 152

Wethersfield, Rcckville 156
Rocky Hill, Plainville 154
East Catholic, Xavier 161

Rocky Hill, Plainville 150
East Catholic, Suffield 148



/

Womens Golf ^

4/8 Northwest Catholic 210
4/23 Farmington 203
4/28 East Catholic 202
4/30 Bunnell, Avon 192
5/1 Newington 184
5/4 Middletown 194
5/5 Glastonbury 212
5/6 Newington 209
5/13 East Catholic 187
5/15 Simsbury, Avon 171

5/18 Glastonbury 214
5/19 Middletown, Bacon 176
5/22 New Britain, Simsbury 210
5/26 Farmington 189
5/29 Simsbury 198
6/1

A
New Britain, Goodwin 194

ESI

HOUHIV-ONF!





Unified f

Berlin unified

sports
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Community Psychology from

Teacher

Year
Mrs. DeJohnl

Working in education has
always been my career goal. I

have been teaching at E3H5

I or the last 26 years. I begun
my teaching career at Pew
Bi i tain high School where I

I aught Spanish and I also

I aught at Miss Porter’s

School. I have a Bachelor of

/rls in Spanish/Education

]
from Salve Peginu University,

a Master of Arts in Spanish Literature h orn CCSU,
CCSU. I en joy teaching ull levels of Spanish, as each level

offers a different challenge and reward. My students range from freshmen to seniors,

and I ot fen have I he opporluni y to work with the same students for more than one year.

This experience allows me lo see students' growth, both academically and socially. I

developed I he Spunish V UCOPP/ECE class which grants college credit, and I enjoy

teaching I his class very much.
In a World Language clus* . not only grammar, but also culture and civilization are

taught. One of I he most enjoyable aspects of my job is the opportunity to combine cluss

work with real-lif e experiences. The field trips that we have taken to locul art museums
und lo restaurants I ha I I cal are Spanish and/or Mexican cuisine have been the highlight

of out' learning experience. During these trips, students are able to use their language
skil s and see textbook lessons come fo life. Visiting the Wadsworth Atheneum or the

Pew Britain Museum ol American Art arid lunching ut Costu del Sol ot' Puerto Vullurtu is

the perfect ending lo these units of study.

One of the most rewarding aspects of teaching is seeing students choose the

profession as I heir own. und in particular choose to teach World Language. It is

gratifying to feel that I have had a positive impact on these students, as well as others
I who use the lunguage in whatever profession they have chosen. Working with young
people and sharing their enthusiasm for lear ning is the best part ot teaching for me.

’S. DeJohn is an outstanding

>del for students and staff at

M *8. DeJohn is amaster teach

iroted family person, and a

ring friend. Through her

ample, I am a better teacher

fetter person.

- Mrs. Gagnon

Mrs. DeJohn may be this year’s official “Teacher of the

Year”, but in the minds and hearts of all of her students

she has had that designation year after year after year. I

am grateful that my children were fortunate to have her as

a teacher. She was, and still is, the perfect role model for

students and staff alike. I personally admire her

professionalism, am amused daily by her wit, cherish her

friendship, and am proud that she is my colleague.

- Mrs. Salerno
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Jean Borrup

David Bosso

Jennifer Bosso

Robin Bruno

Timothy Brzezinski

Leigh Buczak

Laura Abbatemarco

Lynn Addamo

Elizabeth Atwood
Katrina Bafumi

Diane Cleary

Katie Cormier

Karen Crawford

Margaret DeJohn

Jessica DeLaura

David DelGiudice

Pamela Dennis

Julie DiCicco

Leonilda Ditomasso

Audrey Dolman
Teresa Dorsey

Kelly Dumas

Emily Egan
Nancy Fabrizi-Miller

Wendy Falck

David Francalangia

Russell Fuller

Tara Gallagher

Carl Ginotti

James Grabowski

Sue Greco

Richard Hanbury

David Holland

Ruth Jarusinsky
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Barbara Jurczyszak

Robert Kelly

Lisa Koladicz

Jessica Kuethman
Adam Leonard

John Line

Susan Lipka

Katie Malloy

Amy Marchetti

Evelisa Mayette

Kathy Miller

Alice Mitchell

Laurie Nelson

Theresa Norton

Mary Pacyna

Karen Pappas

Debra Paquette

Jason Pires

Patricia Pires

Michele Pitkin

Adam Raiti

Deborrah Ramirez

Jason Ritz

Valerie Romano

Brendan Rush

David Scanned

Paul Schuetz

Andrea Schultz

Marie Siegal

William Silva

Bob Smith

Juliane Smith

Rex Smith

Jennifer Stebbins

Brian Sullivan

Christi Sullivan

Craig Szymanski

Daniel Thurston

Eileen Thurston

Mark Wicander

Lorraine Wicklund

Brendan Wilkosz



1 also was the varsity

baseball coach for 14

years and coached

basketball and softball

My years at St. Paul

were very rewarding as

I worked with hmckeds

of groat kids and some

outstanding educators.

In 1 936 1 was offered

and accepted the position

of Sipervisory

Department Chair for

Social Studies at Berlin

H01 School

Aftor 2 4 yoars hora at Carlin High

Ha has baan an outstanding ooaoh,

ti
r

I am completing my 40th year

in the field of education

I began my teaching career at St. Paul

High School in Bristol In rry IS years at

St. Paul I tau^it United States History

and later served as Dean of Students.

Upon reflection, my

decision to come to

Berlin was one of the

best decisions I have

ever made. After

teaching history for 5

years, I moved to the

Assistant Prhcpal

postion and in 1 993

1

was appointed Princpal

of the hyi school

Berlin High School lo

a great educational

community.

While t is not a

utopia t nevertheless

is a place where a

significant amort of

energy is exerted on

people caring for each

other. It is a

conmnty where

h^iy talented

educators genuinely

care for the

intellectual, emotional

social and physical

achievement of all

students.
11



Principal Synnott has announced his retirement,

principal, and educator, and will be greatly missed.

"It is a community that is proud of its

accomplishments and yet continuously strives to be

better. I will forever cherish the opportunity to have

been part of this community and extremely grateful

for the friendships and support I have received from

faculty, staff and students."

- George Synnott

"v5We his ArriuAl, ^jeor^e vY^nnott

kAs led ''Berlin. -fti^k ^ckool ^itk

intelligence, konesti), And pA-ti ence.

As a teAcker, Cue been aI^a^s sure

tkAt ^eor^e kAs kAd tke best

interests of kis students And stAff

foremost in kis mind."

- ^Auid v^cAnnell

Principal Synnott has been

described as-
"supportive"

- Mr, Pi res

“an excellent coacfr

“caring
11 “Anonymous

- Mr, Russo "loves to laagri"

- Ms, Bergstrom

'asnappy dresser"

- Ms, Mitchell
”a^se °f

- Mrs, DeJofw

George Synnott

Principal



Mrs. BCerrill

Leonard

Ms. Romano

"I love Mama Thurston (Mrs.

Thurston). She is and always
will be my second mom. I want
to thank her for everything."

-Kellyn Goldberger

"My favorite teacher by far at

BHS is Mr. Ritz. Never have I

had a teacher more relatable

and funny like him!"

-Shee| Patel

"I will never forget Mr. Bowling's
ridiculous antics first thing in

the morning. He always knows
how to start off the day."

-Anthony Lapila

Favorite Tea
Mrs. Wicklund is definitely my
favorite teacher at BHS!"

-Alyssa Barrett

"Mr. Wilkosz is the man. He's

funny, easily relateable, and
throws out obscure 90's pop
culture references that only I

understand. He's the best

teacher I've ever had."

-Jack Tomasack

Mrs. Addamo

"Mrs. Bosso is my favorite

teacher because she's always
happy, never in a bad mood, and

isn't a boring teacher at all."

-Gina Squiteri

Gas &
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How well do you know your teachers? Match each letter with the corresponding number.

Answers are at the bottom right hand corner.
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diligently adding

numbers on a

calculator and
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"Were going to stand.

T
on the shoulders of those

who came before us"

V
I

The UpBeat; Pear Leaders

strive to make a positive

Impact on the ochoolo and

the community of Berlin.

- Ma Mitchell

"Being a part of UpBeat has not only taught me so much about myself and who I am as a person,
but has also provided me with some of the best memories of my high school experience. The
skills that I have obtained through the program are ones that I will carry with me always. I will

never forget all of the good times I’ve had doing projects, going on the weekends and at meetings,
as well as all the friends I’ve made through the program. The past four years in UpBeat have been

amazing, and I’ve loved every minute of them."- Maggie Doyle

"I've been around UpBeat a while, and the past ten or so years have meant more to me than
anyone can possibly imagine. I believe the important thing about UpBeat is that it is 300+ kids who
make a choice everyday. Yes, Upbeat is a (community service/ peer leadership/ drug and alcohol
prevention) program, but more importantly, UpBeat is an attitude; an attitude that 300+ High
School Kids doing the right thing, everyday, can make a difference. In the next years of my life, I'm

going to miss each and every one of them.
1

'- Tim King



lllll
'"No regrets, just lessons learned.' UpBeat has made me the best possible person that I can be.

Ill upBeat gave me the opportunity to volunteer at the Hospital for Special Care where I learned how

|Hf valuable life really is and I am forever greatful. Becoming coordinator was the best thing that

Pll happened to me in high school. I am proud to be a leader at Berlin High School and I will never

III forget the people who helped me to become the strong leader that I am today. 'Class of 2010, that

I is who we are.'"- Michelle Wnuk

Ip

|

"UpBeat has shaped my life in a way no other athletic team, club, group, or teacher could.

Through the years, the program has become a significant part of my life that I enjoy. Senior year

wouldn't have been as fun without all the members of the program, those of the Senior Board,

and my fellow coordinators. Thank you all for a wonderful year."- Victoria Daigle 1

UpBeat has been one of the most important things in my high school career. Between the

meetings, weekends, and all the projects, it has been one of the most fulfiling things I have ever

aken part of. It has been a priviledge to help lead this awesome program.'
1

- Ed Courchaine
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Advisor : Mr. Kelly

speaks what cannot be expressed,

soothes the mind and gives it rest, heals the

makes it whole, flows from heaven

to the soul.”

-Anonymous
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"A friend

is

someone
who

mderetande

your

past,

believes

in your
future,

and

accepts
you.

just the

way

you are
99



You meet

people who

forget you.

You forget
people you

meet.

But
sometimes
you meet

those people

LJOU

cant
forget.

Those are

your



As people

grow up,

they realize

it becomes

less

important

to have
more

friends,

and more

to have

TC&l

ones.



"A real

friend
is

someone

who

iakdke> in

when

the

rest of

the

Tvorlcf

walks

out.”



A loyal

friend Iaughe

At ^our jok^s

-tke^Ve

noTso

5ood,

and
sympathizes

with

your

problems

when
they' re

not so

bod



"R friend

accepts

as

as we
are

qet fielps-

u? to be

what we
should.”



Martin Adamkiewicz- Chemist

Nick Addamo- International Business

Aldx Agostini- Environmental Scientist

Taylor Anderson- Sports Agent

NicqJe Baccaro- International Marketing

Michael Ball- Electrical Engineer

Ryan Bisson- Professional Trombonist

Danielle Bourgoin- Physician Assistant

Kaitlyn Bovee- Adcountant/finance

Corey Brix- Psychologist

Alison Brochu- Elementary Teacher

Briana Calafiore- Accountant

Nick Calvo- Navy Nuclear Power
David Campagna- International Business

Doug Campbell- Law Enforcement

Ryan Campbell- FBI Profiler

Nicole Carlone-Dietician

Sharon Carpenter- Actuary

Keith Ca6serino- President

Rachel Chartier- Music Teacher

Joey Colossale- Athletic Trainer

Michael Condon- Entrepreneur

Kyle Connolly- Financial Analyst

Joey Cooper- Journalist

Kailin Cornwall- Radiologist

Sierra Coughlin- International Business

Ed Courchairte- Molecular Biologist ft.

Tessa Cugno- Advertising/Marketing

Dave Cyr-.Auto Technician

Jodi Cyr- Fashion Merchandising

Victoria Daigle- Social Worker

Deven Daleo- Math Teacher

Sam DeGroff- Profiler

Sam Delconte- Elementary Teacher

Marc DelValle- Teacher

Ashley DeMarco- Spanish Teacher

Rebecca DiMattia- Kindergarten Teacher

Liz Dunham- Pediatrician

Monique Duong- Pharmacist

Nicole Egan- Graphic Artist

Lindsay Erickson- Nurse
Rebecca Farr- TV Broadcaster

Blair Ferry- Pharmaceutical Sales Rep.

Abby Fischer- Occupational Therapy

Anthony Gagliardi- Marine Corps
Viki Gancarczyk- Nursing

Sam Garfi- Accountant
Brian Garrison- Olympic Ping Ponger

Genta Gilani- X-ray Technician

Molly Goldberger- Psychologist

Jerrod Greider-Secondary School Teacher

Dan Hackett- Aerospace Engineer

Kyle Hamilton- Chef

Mark Hannon- Doctor

Kelsey Hare- Surgical Nurse

Joe Harrington- Police Officer

Alyssa Hayes- Sports Agent
Eric Hillemeir- Music Industry

Katlynn Holzman- Elementary Teacher

Chad Keyyvorth- Architect

Joe Kierwiak- Mortician

Nikki Kureczka- Physical Therapy

Kevin La- Mechanical Engineer

Katelyn Lavette- DentaJ Hygienist

David Legnani-Broadcast Communications

Jake Liberatore- Professional Poker Player

Andrew Lomaglio- Family Lawyer

Krystie Luczynski- Business

Allyse Madey- Business Owner
Kyleigh Makowski- Nurse

Bailey Mariner- Illustrator

AJ Marsiglia- Writer

Anthony Marzi- Sports Management
Kara Mavis- Event Planner

Chelsea McLoughlin- Pharmacist

Cady Michaels- High School Band Director

James Molski- Teacher

Kathleen Mullins- Psychiatrist

Charles Munson- Technical Engineer ^
Maggie Murphy- Engineer

Tim Murphy- Docto?

Lauren Nappi- Hair Dresser

Pooja Patel- Biologist

Vinit Pgtel- Nuclear Chemist

Kim Rasmussen- P.E. Teacher

Marcus Recck- Computer Engineer

George Rigas- Surgeon
Kaitlin Rivera- Journalist

Jettn Rulka- Dentist

Drew Salimerto-Chemist

Jay Sayers- Music Teacher

Katie Schreiner- Speech Pathologist

Cody Scott- Business Marketing

Karen Serravalle- Hair Dresser

Sam Shirley- Athletic Trainer

Dan Skowronek- English Teacher

Liz Smith- Doctor

Andrew Soneson- Police Officer

Erica Steinson- Home Land Security Pilot

Nate Strazzulla- Pharmacist

Jane Sylvester- Music Teacher

Sean Sylvester- P.E. Teacher

Fiona Tamburini- Biochemist

Mariko Taricani- Accountant

Taylor Tavarozzi- Restaurant Owner
Jordan Urso- Own a Film Company
Ian VanderGulik- Military

Alexys Vazquez- Sports Announcer
Will Vieira- Criminal Justice

Lauren Weiss- Writer

Zak Whitcomb- Graphic Designer

Sarah Wilkinson- Elementary Education

Alex Williams- Politician

Michelle Wnuk- English Teacher

Jill Young- Business
Josh Zaniewski- Automotive Technician

Alyssa Zipadelli- Anesthesiologist

Heather Zisk- Teacher
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Survival -tip #0
Give yourself at least

1 0 minutes if you

plan on going to

Dunkin Donuts, the

line will be longer than

you think.

Survival -tip

Keep senior court

clean becauseit'll

get taken away.
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Frank Murphy
Heather Weinberg

Mason Powers
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yearbook

IM Calafiore Jenna Bell Sarah Wilkinson Lauren Lisitano

"i3ein^ tke ^eArbook A^uisor caia ^e-finitel^ be A

tkAllen^e ^itk All o{ tke ^eA^lines tkAt ia.uA to be met,

but tke iaA result is aI^a^s ^ortk ^kile. 'Tkt stA{{

aiaA ( kope ^ou kAue enjo^e^ looking tkrou^k tke book.

(^ooA l~uck to mi) senior ^irls - I'll miss ^oul"

-
v_yVirs. K_uetkmAn



Bam DeGroff Tessa Cugno Kaitlin Eivera Iordan IJrso

"^IjeArbook kAs been, a reAl stru^le tkis

^eAr, ^orkin^ (or kours ak^ kours, but it

kAs completely pAU o{{ seeing All our YavA

^oork in. tke book, (k tke tiaA ^e'ue YaA a

^reAt time beirn^ A pArt o{ tke ^eArbook."

- v^tA-ff ^Vlewbers {
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BERLIN HIGH

f / 500 North Main St.

Southington, CT 06489

(860) 621-6711

www.artrichphotography.com



GOOD LUCK SENIORS!

AND BEFORE YOU GO

AWAY TO COLLEGE,

HAVE A BALL THIS

SUMMER

@

99 Webster Square Road, Berlin, CT 06037

(
860

)
829-8888

www.powerhoused com

THANK YOU
2010 Senior Board

for all of

your help and

support!

Let flowers do the talking for yo

Flowers can make any day special...

and a special day perfect

BRIERLEY, JOHNSON
FLORISTS

HIGH RD AT FARMINGTON AVE
223-5492 225-6336

BERLIN UPBEAT
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NOW IN 2 BERLIN LOCATIONS!

Specializing in

CUSTOM EMBROIDERY
UNIFORMS & CUSTOM APPAREL

1083

Farmington Avenue
860-828-6391

548

Deming Road
860-828-6111

OF HAIR
'or a Definite Difference in Hair Design

*

925 Farmington Avenue
Kensington, CT 06037

DINE IN /TAKE OUT

DELICIOUS PIZZA
GRINDERS. PASTA & CALZONES

CENTRAL PIZZA
96 MILL STREET
BERLIN. CT 06037

(860) 828-0133

IS ss is

We're known for our SMILES!

our website for

www.AdvancedDental.com

860.828.3933
39 Webster Square Rd. Berlin, CT

Visit Advanced Dental for

Expert Family & Cosmetic
Dentistry Featuring:

Total Care for the Entire Family

Complete Smile Makeovers

FREE Teeth Whitening

Porcelain Veneers/Lumineers™

Invisible Braces/lnvisalign™

Natural Looking Fillings,

Crowns & Bridges

State-of-the-Art Care

SPEC 1 A L offers

Advanced
Dental
PertenalUrd ft Coinfmtiiblr



Cov^
to the class of 2010!

Best wishes

+rom

Student

Government'

Roger's
MARKETPLACEm

OMrrfctr) *n H>;^ y. Ktrcirxjori, CT 0^037

Ttltphcn* 8M-828-41S7 ft* 880-828-8377

wswr/ogt ramirkatplec* -com

Our Persona! Service

Meat Department
features

Certified Angus Beef &
All Natural

Bdl& Evans Poultry

See Our Weedy Ft>er for

Hundreds cf Values

Look for Price L ock or Bonus

Buysugn for additional values

everyday 1

We Prepare Frut and Gift Baskets

to Your Order (Delivery Available)

Gift Cards for any Occasion Always

AvalaWe

Count onusjor your

catering needs

Pick Up One of Our

Catering Brochures

n the store or

download one onlne at

www.rogersmarketplace.com

Don't Forget Our

Fresh Bakery

for delicious desserts,

including Modem Pastry's

pastries and cookies!

Let us decorate a cake for

you for any occasion

Visit Oj Foods to Co section

for delicious foods such as

rotissere chickens,

turkey breast, pork roast,

side dishes, salads and more
Lottery Mid

Postage St erupt

Always Available
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class of

2010 !!!

*
Molly and Kellyn

Congratulations!

I am so very proud.
May this next journey of

your life be everything you
expect

and that all your
dreams are fullfilled.

I Love You,
Mom

Congratulations!

Allison Sturgeon

We are so proud of you. We love you and wish you

great success and happiness in all you do! Believe in

yourself and follow your dreams!

All our love.

Mom, Dad, Mat & Jon

ANDREW THURSTON

Andrew, we are all so PROUD of you! You never cease to amaze us in all you do!

You have the ability to make everyone smile!

Never stop being the fun-loving, caring individual that you have become!

We wish well in all your new adventures!

We love you MOM and DAD! dear Andrew.

you are the asbestos!

much love, bryan

"Congratulations Buddy! I am so proud of you!!!

You will do great in college! I cannot wait to see

what you amaze me with in the future! -Em

broham,

i can't believe you are gonna be in college so soon!

I know you will be great! Good luck and enjoy it.

Oh and congrats on graduating im proud of you.

-allison

Andrew,

You have made these high school years amazing

and I am so thankful for my time with you.

I know you will succeed in whatever you strive for.

I will miss you very much.

Love, Jen

Andrew.

Thanks for being there at home and in school.

Congrats on graduating!!!!

I can't wait to hear about the great things you're

doing in college!-Dan



JJenna 55eff

IDe are soproudofyou and

excitedto see wla! thefuture

willBrinyyou. you are a

Beautiful
,
cariny, funny yirl

andtdiese specialqualities

willHelpyou in life.

JCeepflasliiny t/iat

Beautifulsmile!

ls)e loveyou

,

JILom
, 'Dad£ LUndrew

Karen Marie Serravalle

A smile on yourface, at times meant only trouble.

But once in the tub, your smile was full ofbubbles. A baby

so quiet, a baby so clean, a baby that grew up,

a beauty quite pristine.

We will love youforeverfrom

Christina, Mom & Dad

When it comes time to leave us, please don ’t be sad.

Wherever you go, wherever you are, may you follow your

dreams by the light ofa star.

Sealy loves you too.

(Rebecca (Farr
(Dear (Becky,

'We are so very proudof the 6eautifulyoung ladyyou

Have hecome inside andout. Stay true to yourself

(Beckj and never stop smiling that awesome smile!

Worf realhardat reachingfor those stars, so that all

you ’re dreams can come true. RymemBer toforever live

life with Faith ffope e£ Love.

With JALL OV^LOV.E,

(Dad, iMom, F.J., andFjitie



Katie Schreiner
Congratulations!

You Did It

I

Katie you are an

amazing person who
has achieved so much
and who’s future is so

bright. You have great

friends and family who
will always be there for

you. We are very proud

of you.

Love Always,

Mom, Dad & Kris

Jay Sayers
You truly have been a gift to us since the day you were born.

We know you will succeed in anything you put your mind to.

Be true to yourself and follow your dreams and great things

will come your way. You continue to make us proud everyday.

We love you very much and we will always be there for you.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Katie and Enzo

198

Congratulations

Anthony MichaeC<De<Franco

Class of2010

Son,

You can waifwith “Kings. greatness is in your nature amtvAHforever blessyou

ifyoufollow godand believe in yourself. The whole worldis now infront ofyou.

Kgach out andgrab it with afirm yet loving grasp. Never letting go. Stay true to

your values and life 's blessings willcome to you.

Cove always, <Dad, Mom, Nathan and“Family

you can keep your head whan all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;

If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you.

But make allowance for their doubting too:

If you can wait and not be tired by waiting.

Or. being lied about, don't deal In lies.

Or being hated don't give way to hating.

And yet don't look too good, nor talk too wise;

If you can dream—and not make dreams your master;

If you can think—and not make thoughts your aim.

If you can meet with Triumph and Disaster

And treat those two Impostors just the same;.

If you can bear to hear the truth you've spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools.

Or watch the things you gave your life to. broken.

And stoop and buikfem up with worn-out tools;

If you can make one heap of all your winnings

And risk It on one turn of pltch-and-toss.

And lose, and start again at your beginnings.

And never breathe a word about your loss:

If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew

To serve your turn long after they are gone,

And so hold on when there Is nothing In you
Except the Will which says to them: "Hold on!"

If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue.

Or walk with Kings—nor lose the common touch.

If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you.

If all men count with you. but none too much:

If you can fill the unforgiving minute

With sixty seconds' worth of distance run.

Yours is the Earth and everything that's In H.

And—which is more—you'll be a Man, my son!

Rudyard Kipling



Joseph Harrington
Joey,

We are all very proud of you! Keep following your heart and your dreams and you will find the way to

happiness. You are a very special person and we all love you very much! Good luck to you in college

and whatever you do and wherever you go we know you will succeed!

All our love,

Mom, Kelly and Chris

Lauren V\/eiss

Trom preschoolto high school you have

always pushedyourselfto excelin your

academic career, VVe are so proudofyou and

adthat you have accomplished 'We have

watchedyou mature into a 6eautifulyoung

woman with afuture as Sright as a starry

night 's shy. Just remem6er never to lose your

lovefor learning oryour sense ofhumor asyou

continue along life's path. Relieve in yourself,

strive to doyour best, never tahe “no"foran

answer, andknow that we are always here to

love andsupport you.

Congratulations with much love,

!Mom and(Dad

Lauren, I’m thankfulyou ’re my sister,

goodCucfandI Cove you! Jrtay

Keith Casserino
Keith we are so proud

ofyou! You are an

independent thinker and

a leader. Make decisions

on how you feel and on

what you know is right.

Have fun every day, but

work hard to achieve

your goals. Believe in

yourself and know you

are loved!!

Love,

Mom and Dad

Keith your the

best. After years of

suffering through

listening to you

practice the trumpet

we can finally say

YOU ROCK!!!

Love,

Ashley & Casev—m



Kerry

life you are told

you cannot do. All

life they will say

not good enough

or strong enough or

talented enough, they’ll

say you're the wrong
height or the wrong

weight or the wrong type

to play this or he this

or achieee this. THE}'

WILL TELL YOUAO, a

thousand times no until

all the nos become

meaningless. All your life

they will tell you no.
• •

quitefirmly and t'ery

quickly. They will tell

you no. AM) YOl WILL
TELL THEM YES.’’ -MKE

Gofor it Kerri

Lore , Mom & Kellie



Sean Sylvester Michelle Wnuk

Sean,

Words cannot describe how proud we are of you

and all you have accomplished. Remember to work

hard, do what you love, and follow your dreams. We
will always be here to love and support you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Joseph, Jeffrey, and Casey

Shell,

Congratulations to our

DRAMA QUEEN! You have

truly kept us amused on stage

and off with your sense of humor.

We are so proud of you and all

your accomplishments especially

on becoming an

Upbeat Coordinator.

Your commitment to all the

hours of volunteer work you have

done shows what a compassionate

person and great role

model you are.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jen, D

Erica Norton
To live would be an awfully big adventure.

Diving wonder.

Dump it.

Read it Double.

Ottie and the Star.

Thank youfor the moon Daddy.

Beads odd placement.

Suzy and Sally.

Witches ofEastwick playground spells.

My heart will go in a sailor hat.

Amston Treasures under.

Scooter towers over.

Philips love!

Soccer star izze.

Second Star to the right and straight on till morning.

So bright, So beautiful, Our Precious.

Camping adventures.

Hogwarts.

Scuba.

Belts worn by sparring star.

Dogs squeeky clean demands perfection.

Reckless in Rangeley.

Bella/Edward/Jacob.

Hostess.

Oh my Infiniti!

Oh the mischief.

I am the best there ever was!

So come with me, where dreams are bom, and time is never planned. Just think ofhappy

things, and your heart will fly on wingsforever in Never Never land!

With your abilities and

determination you can

accomplish anything.

We are proud of you.

Love, Dad, Mom and Lydia



Timothy King
"All our dreams can come true, if we have the courage to pursue them.’’

Dear Tim,

What great memories we have. Lots of laughs

and good times. We wish you luck and success in college.

Go for it. We love you!

Love, Patrick and Colin

Walt Disney

Dear Timothy,

It was over in the blink of an eye. Think of all you

have accomplished with purpose and fortitude. You

lived your values and have set the ground work for

future success. You have given us so much to be proud

of and we have enjoyed every minute of it. Continue

to set your goals high and achieve. Take hold of the

future. We are here for you always.

Love, Mom and Dad

"Sometimes being a brother is even better than being a superhero.”

- Marc Brown

Ross Karoll

Congratulations Ross

&
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This is the first step in the next chapter of your life

Remember good friends and the good times you had

Follow your dreams where ever they take you

We wish you all the happiness and success in

Whatever you do

We Love you and are very proud of who you have become

Mom and Dad
Luke & Logan



Christopher Freeman

Congratulations

Little Brother!

You are the best brother in the world and I am so

glad that I have you as my best friend.

I will always be there for you and I wish you all

the best in everything that you do.

Thanks for being the greatest brother a girl

could ever have!

Love, Sissy

Congratulations

Chris!

From the day you were born, you

have made us so happy. We are

so very proud ofyou and

everything you have

accomplished through the years.

Your smile and your kind and

generous heart have brightened

our days and filled our lives

with love. We know you will

succeed in whatever you

set out to do.

We will always be here for you

and wish you happiness, good

health and success.

Love you always, Mom & Dad



Lauren Schaller
Congratulations Lauren!

We are so proud of you and all you have accomplished.

Follow your dreams and believe in yourself.

There is nothing you cannot achieve.

We wish you happiness and success.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Jonathan and Sarah

Victoria Alexandra Daigle

We remember when you were given to us by...God

How happy we were

to look into your beautiful face.

To see you wrap your long fingers around daddy’s hand

and to hold you in our arms for the very first time.

We watched you grow

and were filled with pride

and delight by your first word, Ma ma
Your first steps and first everything.

When daddy held you in his lap and sang

all the Pretty Ponies

you warmed our hearts

and made us laugh.

You made us a family.

Now you are older

and so are we.

But nothing can ever change

how much you mean to us.

You are on your way to

fulfilling your dreams.

So follow your rainbow wherever it may lead you.

May it be your name in lights on "Broadway”

or just home to “Camelot."

We love you

and love that you are,

and will always be

our Brave and Talented Daughter.

Love, Dad, Mom and Garrett



Brian Garrison Samantha (DeCConte

Good Luck -

We wish you great

success.

Love, Dad, Mom,

Kevin & Peter

Keith Busch
Way to go Keith!!! Great

job!!! Your hard work,

dedication and

perseverance are truly

inspiring. You can look

forward to a very bright and

prosperous future. Very

Best wishes and much love,

Dad, Mom, Troy and Nana.

Sam

We mayfight

sometimes 6ut I will

always Cove you. Cjood

luch^in thefuture.

(Remember, I will

ahways be thereforyou.

Steph

Sam

Congratulations on ad

you have accomplished. We

are so proudofyou. May

your life befilledwith

happiness andsuccess.

We willalways love you.

Mom (Dad

> W
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In a gentle way, you can

shake the world.

Mohandas Gandhi

Wheresoever you go,

go with all your heart.

Confusious

Alyssa M Hayes
Congratulations!

We are so very proud of you and all

your accomplishments!

You are amazing!

Love Mom, Dad, and Trevor



Lauren Lisitano & Nikki Baccaro

Lots of laughs, Lots of fun

Good friends now, Good friends then

We’ve done a lot, We’re always proud

Follow your heart, Live your dreams

Your future has just begun

Congratulations!

Mr. & Mrs. B., Mr. & Mrs. L. & Michael
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Brandon Solek

You were born with a smile on your face ready

to take on the world. It wasn't easy being the

youngest of three boys, but you rose to the

challenge. Your zest for adventure, whether it

was riding a snowmobile at 3 years old, driving

Pop's payloader or jumping the biggest waves

you could find on the boat, you always made
life exciting! Always keep that smile on your

face and that great sense of adventure.

Remember that the road always leads home to

a family that loves you! Congratulations on

your graduation from Berlin High! You did it!!

Love, Mom, Dad

Jim and Christopher

Congratulations

Brian Quinn

B - We are so proud of you! We will mess your smile and

laughs, your impersonations, and yes, even your "wicked"

music next year. Keep working hard, and the sky is the limit!

No matter how far you may go from home, we will always be

here to love and support you.

Love always, Mom, Dad, Tom & Mags

To our grandchildren: Alii, Brandon & Sean

As you reach the crest of the mountain, look beyond and reach for

the stars. There’s a wonderful world out there just waiting for you to

leave your mark. We wish you success and happiness always!

Congratulations on your graduation!

Love, Gram & Pop Roche

xoxo



Joseph R. Kierwiak IV

Congratulations Joe!

We are so proud of you and all you have

accomplished.

Always follow your dreams and be true to yourself.

We love you very much!
Mom & Dad

Congratulations and Best Wishes for the Future!

Dan Modifica

We love you and are very proud of you!!

"Do not go where the path may lead: go instead

where there is no path and leave a trail"

"To accomplish great things, we must not only act,

but also dream,

not only plan,

but also believe."

Anthony J Marsiglia III

"AJ."

2010

One Journey Ends and a New One Begins

AJ,

Congratulations on achieving this big milestone.

Friday nights will never be the same but Saturday

afternoons will be better

You have brought much joy and happiness to me everyday.

I love you and I am very proud of you.

Be the best at whatever you do, stay strong, healthy, but

most of all stay true to yourself.

Dad

Mister,

I am so proud of everything you have accomplish and now

that you will be starting a new journey in your life, I know

that you will succeed in anything you put your mind too.

You are the star that shines in my life and I love you very

much.

Love

Mom



Vin.

I could not ask for a better brother! Every day I am
even more impressed and inspired by you. Never
stop sharing with the world just how wonderfully

unique you are! I am truly proud to be your sister, and
I will always be here for you no matter what.
Love always.

Teresa

Congratulations Vin!

You have taught us so much as we ve watched you
grow into a strong, confident young man. We are so
proud of you and all you ve accomplished. Keep on
working and playing hard, and loving life the way you
do. We are blessed to have you!

Love,

Mom and Dad

MARCUS RECCK
2010

Dream Big or Don't Dream at All

My little Brother!, your Graduating!! I remember when you were the most annoying little boy. and
now you have developed into a handsome, mature, smart young man & Im so proud of you! I know
you’ll do great after highschool.

Good Luck,

Love You
-Kayla-

Marcus. Good Luck THE FUTURE IS ALL YOURS. Love Jay
You have brains in your head. You have feet in your shoes You can steer yourself in any direction

you choose. You're on your own. And you know what you know. You are the guy who’ll decide
where to go. -- Dr Seuss

Marcus.

You have grown up so quickly before my eyes .where did the years

go!!!! You will always be my little redheaded wonder, even H you are
bigger than me :)

I am so PROUD of you!!!!

Your journey is just beginning, so do what you are meant to do. be all

that you desire and live your dreams.

Be Safe. Be Smart, Be YOU.

Love Always Mom

Marcus,

How time has flown. It just seems a short while ago we
were pushing you in a carriage. Now look at you d€

m
driving

your convertible around town. I remember you pounding
the keyboard in frustration, now you teach me things on the

computer.

I am extremely proud of your accomplishments to date.

Your potential is endless.

Put your mind to work during college and people will be
working for YOU before long.

Love Dad



Congratulations

Nibjfi

K^athCeen MuCCins

Kathleen,

We are extremely proud of the Ijind, compassionate and
Coving person you've become. ‘Yourfun-Coving
personaCity, spontaneity and grace have added endCess

joy to our fives. Wefeel veryfortunate to have such an

amazing daughter. Remember to stay true to yourself

,

feep that sparkle in your eyes and never lose the

laughter in your heart. We love you!

Cove, Mom and <Dad

'K.athleen,

Thanksfor 6eing such a great sister. I’ll miss you while
you're away. Havefun in college!

Cove, ‘K.icfy

"What lies 6ehind us and what lies before us are tiny

matters compared to what lies within us."

~ fjalph Waldo 'Emerson

ffikjfi Kureczfig

VVe are so proud of you. Through
the years your dedication and hard

worh^ helped you to succeed at your

many accomplishments. Some of
your best years lie ahead and

remember you can achieve anything

you strivefor.

‘We Cove you,

Mom e£ f)acC



To Our (Dear %erry

M/e all{now what it’s li{e to it Coved 6y ourfamily, M/ith that

Cove, encouragement, andsupport, we can achieve any goalwe set

for ourselves. “Ourfamily” has enough love, smiles and laughter

fofillyour heartforever, M/ere always hereforyou andwere

behindyou all the way.

M/e allwant you to {onw we are SO proudofyou! You have

grown to he a beautifulyoung lady inside and out, Jindwherever

you are, our hearts and love are there with you. terry, we adore

you and Cove you dearly - more than you can ever {now,

tyachfor the Stars!
” and “Follow Your (Dreams!

’

Mlith allofour love,

Vncle Yom, ftuntie, tjitie and tristea

Mour love Dolly girl

\ (jrammy and (jrampy

v



Eric Hillemeir

"Keep your dreams alive. Understand to achieve anything requires faith and
belief in yourself, vision, hard work, determination, and dedication. Remember all

things are possible for those who believe." -Devers

Congratulations. Eric! We are so very proud of youl

Love.

Mom. Dad, and Justin

LINDSEY ELIZABETH HOFFMAN

So now. Baby. Live well. Be brave. See the world. Love. Be loved. Learn.

Srow. Find success. Keep a clean house. Make music. Make friends. Eat

vegetables. Look forward confidently. Look back fondly. Find joy. And
remember always how much we love you.

Mom, Dad and Allison

•v

(BCair

Blairsky, You did it!! Well Done! Stay strong, beautiful,

spirited, and fiery. These qualities will serve you well as

you endure life's journeys. I couldn't love you more, or be

more proud of who you are. ...All My Love...Mom

Boober, or should I say Rifle, you have done it and I'm so

very proud of you!! You are a trailblazer and beautiful role

model to your sisters and cousins. I'm so looking forward

to going to UMASS and watching you play the sport you
and I so love. Congratulations! Love you forever.. ..Rob

Blair- You have made me very proud of you. As much in

your amazing accomplishments as a student-athlete as in

your ability to bounce back from adversity. You have been
an awesome fundraiser for charitable organizations and
have inspired those around you to do good. Hope to keep
finding powder stashes and pristine sand with you. Love,

Dad.

Blair, Congratulations! I'm so proud of you in everything

you do. I know all of your hard work will pay off in college

and you will be a successful and beautiful young lady.

Love you always, Tyler



NICOLE CARLQNE

CONGRATULATIONS NICOLE MARIE!!!

“Que sera, sera, life goes on

Whatever’s meant to be will always be

And baby what don’t kill you, will make you strong

Just love the journey that you’re on

“In all you do. I’ll pray for you” - Sara Evans

Nicole, no one can smile that smile and dance that dance quite like you do. We are proud to call you

our daughter. Continue to be the kind, polite and generous young lady that you are. Remember

never to judge - that’s not our job. Be yourself and not what others want you to be. Nicole, always

try your best. In the long run, that’s all we really can do. Continue to say your prayers and don’t

forget when you say them, to say your thank-yous.” Your family is always here for you! You make

the world a better place! God Bless you, bella.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Congratulations Nicole!

You have always been my best friend and

accomplice! Good luck in all that you

do in the future! I know you will soar at

whatever path you take

!

Love Always, Christopher

Little Friend,

You are a great sister and friend. You care so much about me, as I do about you! Thanks

for helping me learn how to be a better cook. You will do great in that field someday! Best

wishes for your bright future and I love you so much!

Love, Mark



Jack Banks
Dear Jack,

You're strong yet quiet, kind and understanding, humble and talented. Everyone looks to you for advice, friendship and help. You're a

wonderful son and brother, and we are all incredibly fortunate to have someone like you in our family.

We love you too much for words. Mom and D

Jack,

You’re perfectly suited to be a success in this world: compassionate and loyal, but not too attached to the outcome.
Maybe it was growing up in our crazy house- nothing surprises nor rattles you, and you always know how not to take
things personally. I admire you more than anyone. -Ca

"A Cife is not important except in the impact it has on others."

-Jackie R^o6inson



Micheal Ball

Mike,

Everyday you make us

proud. Good luck in

everything you do. We
love you!

Mom, Papa and Cherie

LINDSAY

Live well, laugh often and love

much. We are so proud of youl

We love you,

Dad, Mom and Ryan

"Life will always throw you
curves, just keep fouling them

off ... the right pitch will

come, but when it does, be

prepared to run the bases."

You've come so far . .

.

NICK DELOIA

bb., •

We are so proud of the young man you have become! Love, Mom & Paul

'Go confidently in the direction of your dreams. Live the life you have imagined."

Now. get a job! LOL We are proud you! Love. Dad. Tammy & Ashley

NicoCe ‘Egan

Cole...

Congratulations on your BHS accomplishments. .
.
you

did It! You excelled academically, assumed community

service leadership roles... and we couldn't be prouder

of youl You've worked hard, and have laid the

foundation to pursue your college dreams. May they

come to fruition, for in so doing, you have made a

lifelong investment... in yourself.

All our love A support forever...

Mom A Dad

So many memories. .

.

Quebec-Irish Dance-Paris-San Francisco -

Roche/Montbrison - Snowboarding -OBX -Sunapee -Soccer

Geneve - Quail - Bermuda - Skiing - Fairies - Chateau

Frontenoc -Ireland - Boston-Mt .SainteAnne -

Key West-Lake Tahoe -Northampton-Trout Fishing -

Florida- Gloucester-Bromley-Okemo- Middletown -

Cape Cod-Monaco-New York -Brambles-Fine Dining-

Kayaks-Le Massif- Disney-Amcey-
Crufse Ships-Washington D.C. -Squaw Valley

-

Lawrence-Willard-McGee-BHS

A Burlington. ..

La petite fille a Papa... et Mama ausstH

Nous sommes si fiers de to reussrte dans tes etudes de la longue

© BHS. particulierement cette annee avec les

French Honors V.

Bon travail Nicole!! Bcaucoup de bonheur taut au long de ta

avec ta famille et tes amis francais



(Eric (Becker

Congratulations, (Eric!

We Have enjoyedwatchingyougrow into theyoung man

that you Have Secome andare very proudofyou. You are

sure to succeedinfollowingyour dreams.

(Best Wishesfor whatever [ife may bring you.

Love,

iMom, Dad, andfldam

Congratulations To Our High School Graduate

JUSTIN DAMATO

We're so proud of all that you've done; Eagle scout, swimming and lifeguarding, your
Chevy, and now high school graduation. The world awaits you! Reach for the stars!

Be the best you can be and conquer the world!

Love, Dad, Mom, Sarah, Geoff & Sophie

2010
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iMargaret DoyCe
EitpCore ~ (Dream ~ Discover

Maggie,

Congratulations! We have enjoyed

watching you grow up and continually

flourish into such a bright and talented

young woman. You have impressed us

with your resiliency and grace during

this wonderful adventure. Always be

true to yourself, believe in your dreams
and strive for your very best.

We Love You, Dad and Mom

Bravo Margie! A few words of wisdom:
-If you want a free movie, call Mom.
-Move-In day, be EXTRA nice to Dad.

-Give the Aunts your address-$$$
-You CAN write a 10 pg paper in 4 hrs.

-Campus Fashion Must—Sweatpants!
-NEVER forget to nap.

But most importantly, enjoy every moment!
And know, I'm always here for anything you

need. Thanks for being my friend!

Love ya! -- Katie

Maggie,

Congratulations on all your achievements! We are so proud
and happy to have been a part of the journey. Without a

doubt you will continue on the path of greatness! Wherever
you go our hearts are with you!

With lots of love,

ALL the Aunts, ALL the Uncles and ALL the Cousins



Sharon Carpenter

Carina (D’jAmato

Carina,

You have brought us nothing but joy from the day

you were bom. You are the ideal daughter, caring sister and

loyal friend. We will love you forever!

Love, Mom & Dad XO

Careen-bean,

I will miss playing with you and hearing all your funny school

stories at dinner time. I love you and I will miss you so much!

Have a great time in college!

Love your little sister, Nina

Careen,

I’m going to miss having you around all the time but I

know that you will succeed in anything you do!

Remember that I will always be here for you just

like you have for me. Thanks for being my best friend!

Love you! Lia

“Don’t you sit upon the shoreline

And say you’re satisfied.

Choose to chance the rapids

And dare to dance that tide.”



David Campagna

David,

We are truly blessed with such a respectful and

compassionate son. We've cherished every moment
watching you grow from a boy to a young man. We are so

very proud of your accomplishments. As you venture into

your next step in life, remember we will always be here for

you. May God bless you with health, happiness, and
fortune.

All Our Love,

Mom and Dad

Monster,

You've always been my rock and someone I could always
rely on for anything. You've become such an amazing
person and I'm so proud of everything you've already

accomplished, there's so much more to come God bless

you in all you do, can't wait for your next four years

Love always,

L.O. xox

(Doug Camp6eff
#51 Team Captain

(BJfS 2009 Toot6a(IState Champion

'We (ove you andare very proudofyou everyday!

94om, Larry, andJoey

Dougie,

Well. I guess you did it! I'm very proud of the things you
have accomplished throughout the years.You've had some
ups and downs but always prevailed. I've watched you
grow from a boy into a young man taking things in stride.

Always giving and showing your concerns, not only for

yourself but for others, going out of your way to help

others. I wish you the best in your future in school and in

life. Keep up the good work and enjoy.

Love Always. Dad

Doug,

You have been one of the greatest joys in our lives.

Through the years we have watched you grow from a

delightful little boy. full of energy, with a love of all sports, a

charming personality and the ability to smooze almost

everyone you meet. You have great confidence in yourself

and you can really go far in this world and we believe you

will. We not only love you. we respect and admire the man
you have become. It's been a pleasure to watch you grow.

We cant wait to see what the future holds for you. We
love you.

Granma & Poppa Joe

“(Jod6Cessyou asyoufollowyourpath in Cfe.

We are very proudofyou, andadofyour accomplishments.
’

granma e£ grandpa Camp6etT



Kaitlyn Bovee
Congratulations Kaitlyn

Kait,

I am so lucky to have you

as my sister and friend.

We are always going to be

close and going to have a

blast as we grow older.

You’re the best!

Love, Court

You have already accomplished

so much in your short life thus

far and we are so proud of you.

Stay close to your family and

friends. Your passion, energy

and smile are infectious, and

will help you achieve a happy

and successful life.

So glad you are child ofmine

You don’t need direction

You know which way to go

And I don’t want to hold you back,

Ijust want to see you grow

There’ll always be people to make

it hard for awhile,

but you’ll change their heads

When they see you smile!

Oh yes sweet darling,

So glad you are a child ofmine

- Carole King

All our Love,

Mom and Dad



Joseph M. Cooper
Congratulations Joey!!!

Dear Joey,

We are so proud of the fine

young man you have become and

for all you have accomplished. We
love you very much. You bring us

such happiness. Continue to share

your gifts with others.

And remember that your

family is always here to

love you and support you.

God Bless You!

Love, Mom and Dad
Natalie and Jack



CONGRATULATIONS JADEN DAVIS

To tke BUST GRANDSON eoec.

Tone Gcandfatkee and. I ace so

'levy pcoud of you. Tou kaee

accornplisked so muck In youc

life and cemeiubec to make good

decisions as you go focwacd In

youc life. Hace a gceat FUTURE

GRANDSON and cenienibec We

will always be tkece foe you.

Looe,

Gcandnia and Gcandpa Dads

"C0N(3RAUILATI0N5

Anthony Marzie &
THE CLASS OF

2010 !

HOW PROUD WE ARE OF WHO
YOU'VE BECOME AND THE

ACHIEVEMENTS YOU'VE

ACCOMPLISHED.

SE TRUE TO YOURSELF AND
FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS!

Love, Mom, Dad, & Lisa

CONGRATULATIONS!

we ore so prouof of you. and your

achievements.. B>e proud of who you've become.

your future is. bright and so are you. we've

watched you grow into such a beautiful-person. In.

and out. you are truly an Isplrntlon. to nil.

Always remember those that love you In. the

present and in spirit. H-ugs and telsses forever,

we love you our angel!

Mom, dad § Kyle

Elizabeth Capodagli
“Liz Cap”

Love,

We are all so proud of you! !

!

Mom and Andrew

Dad and Sheila

Katelyn and Kristy

Gigi and Pop-Pop

Derek, Chris and Doug, 221



We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give - Winson Churchill

Life is what we make it,

always has been, always will be
-Grandma Moses

Jaden Davis
Jaden, I am so proud of you for all you have overcome
and accomplished and I know your future holds great

success! Please remember this journey and all you

were taught and know that I will always be right by your

side. I am honored to call you “son”. You will always

be my little boy. Congratulations!

Success is

never final

- Winston Churchill

Ifyou can imagine it, you can
create it If you can dream it, you

can become it - William Arthur Ward

Life is a promise; Fullfill it

- Mother Teresa

Other people may not have had
high expectations for me..but I

had high expectations for myself
- Shannon Miller

Dream as if you will live forever.

Live as ifyou will die today
- James Dean

A wise man
will make
more

opportunities

then he finds
- Francis Bacon

I haven’t failed, I have
found 10,000 ways
that don’t work

- Ben Franklin

Never let the fear of

striking out get in your way
• Babe Ruth

I will prepare, and
some day my chance

will come
-Abraham Lincoln



Tessa Cugno
Tessa,

You havefittedour home with

creativity, laughterandCove. “We’re

very proudofyour accomplishments

andhow you've representedyourself

andourfamily over the years. Never

stop living Rfe at yourpace andon

your terms. (Best oflucfasyour

next chapter 6egins. We xvitt6e

thereforyou always.....

Love,

Stacey, Craig, “Mom and <Dad

Taylor Tavarozzi

Thanks for the great ride over these past 4

years! We have no doubt that you will continue

to excel from here and accomplish anything you

hope for. Watching #5 on Friday nights is

something we’ll never forget.

Love you always!

Mom, Dad and Madison

Xtm 'Rasmussen
CongratuCations Ximmy
on everything that you
have accompCishedat
BTfS. The dedication,

headership anddesire to

exceCyou have
demonstratedhas earned
you the respect ofyour
friends, coaches and
teachers. Never settCe

for anything Cess than
your Best effort in

everything that you
do andaccept no Cimits

on what ispossihCe to

achieve in Cife. We are

aCCsoproudof you and
Cove you very much.

Jaime, Casey,

Mom & T)ad
|^j|



Andrew Soneson
Congratulations, Andrew, on your graduation and many

accomplishments. We are proud of the young man you have

become. You are a great son and brother and you have brought

our family much happiness. Your hard work, honesty,

integrity, dependability and determination,

(not to mention your sense of humor) will take you far in life.

Remember to keep your faith in God - he will always be there

to help and guide you. We wish you a future filled with good

health, happiness, love and success. Keep whistling.

Love,

Mom Dad & Michael

KAILIN CORNWALL
Where has all the time gone? It seems

like only yesterday you were our April

Fools gift © From the first moment we

held you in our arms, you have provided

so much joy. You are a special young

lady with an infectious smile. God has

gifted you with many talentsfrom

academics to music.

ALWAYS remember the importance of

yourfaith, family andfriends. As you

graduate and start your college

adventure, may life bring you the best

you deserve. We know you will continue

to work hard. We love you and are so

proud ofall you have accomplished.

Congratulations Madame President!

May God continue to bless you.

Love and prayers.

Mom, Dad, Josh & Evan





FLIGHT

for AMERICA

WOW

:

The United States draws closer to

providing health care tor all with the

passage of reform bills in both the

House and the Senate.

Larry Downtng/Heutefslan«3oy

|
President Obama orders

an increase in troops in

Afghanistan with a goal

of starting to withdraw

forces from the country

in July 2011.

’I

Haiti's earthquake -

with a magnitude of

7.0 - is declared by the

United Nations as the

worst disaster it has ever |

confronted. Aid pours in

from the United States

and around the world.

A University of Utah study finds

^ ^ that texting while driving can be up

to six times more dangerous than

talking on a phone while driving.

^ mm: Price per gallon of gas in 2000: $1.26 Movie ticket price in 2000: S5.39

2009: S2.73 2009: $7.35
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America honors the lives of 13 innocent victims

of a tragic shooting spree at Fort Hood. Texas,

in November.

In efforts to make General Motors

more economically viable, the

company discontinues the Saturn

brand and announces plans to

phase out its Pontiac division.

Unemployment rate in 2000: 4%
2009: 10%

U.S. population in 2000: 281 million Facebook users 2000: 0

2009: 305 million 2009: 350 million

The H1N1 virus

appears to affect

teens more than

typical flu viruses.

Hand sanitizer is a

commonplace sight

in classrooms and

other public spaces.

BACK
In August, Sonia Sotomayor is sworn in as the

Sunreme Court's first Hisnanir iustir.fi and onK/Supreme Court s first Hispanic justice and only ^

third female member in the top U.S. court’s history.

Belgian Prime Minister

Herman Van Rompuy is

elected the first president of

the European Council (EU)

under the Treaty of Lisbon.
Yves Heffnany/Reuters/landov
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The number of first-time visitors to

food shelves surges, as families

cope with the economic recession

Food banks report that demand

is up 30 percent on average.

The Armed Forces

Network broadcasts

five NBA games

to U.S. troops on

Christmas Day.

The NBA gives

the AFN broadcast

rights for free.

Consumers have

more alternative

fuel options as the

number of biodiesel

stations continues

to grow across the

United States.

% Mm

tm diesel

PUMP THE

FUEL THAT

PUMPS UP

OUR COUNTRY

IBIODIESEL || During October, Breast Cancer Awareness
^ ”

Month, pink products are everywhere: from

printers to power tools, snowboards to golf

balls, blow dryers to water bottles.

|
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Students protest the University of
w

California’s 32 percent tuition increase.

Average tuition is up 4.4 percent for

private four-year colleges and up 6.5

percent for public four-year colleges.

Jim VIMMrftte Cdfcmecial Appeatlandov1

Teens are setting an example for their parents, with 56 percent

of teens volunteering to support a charitable cause.

CORDLESS ELECTRICITY

VEGAl* s*°
fcL

f imT
1 1 i j ^WAYS TO SAVE ENERGY

1 Turn off the lights when no one’s in the room.

2 Carry a reusable tote bag when you go shopping,

a Bike or walk instead of driving.

a Get a reusable metal water bottle,

s Unplug and shut down electronic devices when not in use.

s Buy music online instead of purchasing CDs.

7 Use rechargeable batteries instead of disposables.

Replace standard light bulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs,

s In winter, turn down the heat and wear more layers.

In summer, set your air conditioner thermostat to 72° or higher.



If Sidney Crosby becomes the

youngest captain to hoist

the Stanley Cup as he leads

the Pittsburgh Penguins to

their third championship

and first since 1992.

At the Rose Bowl in Pasadena,

the top-ranked Alabama Crimson

Tide defeats the second-ranked

Texas Longhorns to finish the

Bowl Championship Series.

Team USA heads to

Vancouver, British

Columbia, for the Winter

Olympics. More than

200 athletes represent

the United States

at the XXI Olympic

Winter Games.

The New Orleans Saints

n
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Shaun White leads a

talented roster for

the 2010 Olympic
QnnwfvidrHinn TaSnowboarding Team
that also includes fellow

gold medalists Kelly

Clark, Hannah Teter

and Seth Wescott.

Minnesota Twins' Joe

Mauer becames only

the second catcher in

33 years to win the

American League

Most Valuable Player

Award, finishing first in

a near-unanimous vote.

2008 Wimbledon final:

Rafael Nadal vs. Roger Federer

Super Bowl XLIII:

Steelers 27, Cardinals 23

World Series 2001, Game 7:

Diamondbacks 3, Yankees 2

2007 Fiesta Bowl:

Boise State 43, Oklahoma 42
2006 Rose Bowl:

Texas 41, USC38

2008 Olympics:

100-meter men's butterfly, Michael Phelps

2009 Big East tournament:

Syracuse 127, UConn 1 17 (6 OT)
Super Bowl XLII:

Giants 17, Patriots 14

2002 NBA West finals. Game 7:

Lakers 112, Kings 106 (OT)

2005 UEFA Champions League final:

Liverpool beats AC Milan

GAMES/EVENTS OF THE DECADE

Brett Favre retires from retirement ^
to lead the Minnesota Vikings. ^
At 40. Favre continues to rewrite

the record books, including the most-

consecutive regular-season games.

At the 12th IAAF World

Championships in Berlin.

Jamaican sprinter and three-time

Olympic gold medalist Usain Bolt

beats his own 100-meter and

200-meter world records.



)
Paramore takes home

the title of Favorite

Rock Band at the

MTV's People's Choice

Awards. Lead singer

Hayley Williams kept

in touch by Tweeting

with fans throughout

the awards program.

o Taylor Swift has an

amazing year with

four CMA Awards

and the Grammy
for Best Album of

the Year.

|

After the release of their fifth

studio album, the Black Eyed

Peas launch The E.N.D. World

Tour, with stops in Australia,

Japan, Malaysia, New Zealand

and Thailand.

|
Mary Mary's album Praiseworthy

reaches No.1 on Billboard's

Christian & Gospel Album Charts,

No. 2 on the Top R&B/Hip-Hop

Chart and No. 7 on the

Billboard Top 200.

V

O Glee geeks go wild! Volume 1

of the Glee soundtrack features

17 songs from the hit Fox show

about a struggling high school

glee club.



fa Michael Jackson, the
^ ~

legendary King of Pop, ^
—i dies unexpectedly at the

U, age of 50, just weeks before ^
L3 his This Is It world tour is to begin

Alicia Keys guest

stars on JayZ's

album, The Blueprint

3. Their joint effort,

"Empire State of

Mind," is one of the

most successful

songs of the year.

TOP-SELLING ALBUMS OF 2009

laoV

s

7

9
19

Hannah Montana: The Movie Soundtrack.

Hannah Montana

The E.N.D., Black Eyed Peas

Relapse. Eminem

The Blueprint 3, Jay-Z

Only By the Night, Kings of Leon

1

2 .

3

«
5 .

Fearless, Taylor Swift

I Dreamed a Dream, Susan Boyle

Number Ones, Michael Jackson

The Fame, Lady GaGa
My Christmas, Andrea Bocelli

Beyonce broke

the record for a

female artist at the

Grammys with six

awards, including

Song of the Year and

Best Female Pop

Vocal Performance.



II New Fox hit TV show

Glee takes home

the Golden Globe

tor Best Musical or

Comedy Television

Series over such

veteran shows as

The Office, 30 Rock

and Entourage.

A new generation
** discovers the Fab

Four. The Beatles:

Rock Band is a

smash hit among

teens, parents and

even grandparents!

Tina Fey's acclaimed NBC comedy
~ W

30 Rock receives a record 22

primetime Emmy Award nominations

and wins live, including Best Comedy

Series and Best Actor in a Comedy

Series (Alec Baldwin).

^ Reality TV shows like

CBS's Survivor and

The Amazing Race

continue to draw in

viewers of all ages.
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[ Sesame Street, the legendary PBS

children's show, celebrates 40 years

of ABCs and 123s with the likes of

Cookie Monster. Oscar the Grouch

and Big Bird.
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SpongeBob SquarePants celebrates

10 years on the air with the debut

of Truth or Square, a Nickelodeon

TV movie featuring celebrity guests

and several shocking twists.

OParamount/courtesy Everett CoMection

Paul Dmkwater/ONBC/courtesy E^-ett Collection

After just seven

months, Conan

O'Brien receives S45

million to surrender

his position as host

of The Tonight Show
after NBC decides

to return Jay Leno

to his previous

time slot.
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Mitchell Haaseth/ONeC/courtesy Everett Collection
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t. Wii Fit 6 Killzone 2

2. Wii Play 7 Call of Duty: World at War

3 Pokemon Platinum Version 8 Resident Evil 5 (PS3)

4 Mario Kart Wii 3 Halo Wars

uSij- 5. Resident Evil 5 (Xbox 360) in Street Fighter IV

Source cnbc.com



Sandra Bullock wins

the Golden Globe for

Best Actress in a Motion

Picture-Drama for her ^
performance in The Blind Side.

based on the true story of Baltimore

Ravens football player Michael Oher.

!*9tV£RINF

After two weeks of limited

sold-out shows, 1 million

moviegoers submit online

requests that cause the nationwide

release of Paranormal Activity.

Harry Potter and the

Half-Blood Prince raked

in the biggest midnight

earnings of all time,

grossing S22.2 million

at the box office
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Super Soft Flee

Snuggie, the blanket with

sleeves, is a runaway hit.

The company introduces

versions for kids and

pets and features designer

styles in a fashion show.
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Graphic lees, worn atone or paired with zip-front

hoodies, are a comfortable way to make a style

statement, promote your favorite band and express

your individuality.
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I) More than half

^ W
(55 percent)

of Americans ages

12-17 use social

networking websites.

Qumceaneras, the Latin American

culture's coming-of-age celebration

on a girl's 15th birthday, are becoming

larger and more elaborate like Sweet

16 parties.

Now you can carry

a whole library in a

device the size of a

hardcover. Consumers

crave readers like

Amazon’s Kindle and

the Sony Reader.

In January 2010.

leen employment

•ates hit a record low

o 1 26.2 percent due

to a lack of entry-leve

jobs available at the

minimum wage.

o
• .

.

•
.

Pass the potatoes, please. Busy families

are cutting back on expensive take-out

meals and making time to sit down together

for healthier, home-cooked family dinners.
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